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Executive summary  

 

Due to issues related to Trends’ current target audience (i.e., male and 45+), image, and churn 

rate (20%), the need for rejuvenation and a future strategy has never been greater. In this 

respect, the concept of a Trends Business Club has been put forward. Consequently, the 

primary objective of this report is to provide an answer to the question related to what a Trends 

Business Club should entail in order to acquire a younger, more feminine audience as well as 

to retain their current target audience (i.e., male, 45-64 years old). Moreover, we also 

examined if there is an interest in such a club, if there is a necessity to build or license a digital 

community platform and how all of this can be put into practice. 

 

As part of the secondary market research, we performed a competitor analysis (i.e., direct 

competitors, traditional and innovative business clubs, and online communities) as well as 

research regarding online community building. This has shown us that the aim for a Trends 

Business Club should be to launch as a smaller innovative business community and to 

ultimately become the biggest innovative business community in Belgium. Moreover, we found 

that there is no real benchmark that includes all the different elements a Trends Business Club 

aims to entail (i.e., education, inspiration, connection and member benefits). With respect to 

the practice of online community building, there are multiple benefits such as the fact that it 

boosts professional development. However, there are also certain challenges, especially 

concerning member engagement. A community manager is crucial in this respect. 

Furthermore, multiple elements have been listed that can tackle these challenges.  

 

As for the primary market research, a mixed method approach was chosen. First, qualitative 

interviews were conducted among fourteen interviewees (ten belonging to the new target 

audience, four to the current one). These findings show that, in general, there is a low brand 

awareness of both Trends magazine and other Trends products. Furthermore, all interviewees 

were interested in education, inspiration and connection with a focus on business. What’s 

more, inspiration was identified as the main reason to connect. Regarding connecting with a 

focus on leisure, the interest was considerably lower. In addition, people seem to prefer 

financial member benefits and a combination of online and offline connecting. Second, 

quantitative research by means of a survey was conducted. In total, 285 respondents filled in 

the survey, belonging to three different samples (i.e., Trends, Vlerick Alumni and 

convenience). The results support the fact that Trends has a rather low brand awareness, 

especially considering the younger target audience. Furthermore, by using a list of 33 possible 

activities, we identified in which type of activities people are most and least interested. For the 

full sample the top five most popular activities are related to inspiration and education, namely: 

inspiring company visits, keynote speakers, success and fail stories, webinars and online 

tools. The top five least favoured activities are related to leisure and benefits, namely: 

competitions related to charity, relaxing workshops, Trends sport clubs, discounts and 

competitions to win tickets for relaxing activities. Moreover, in general the respondents are 

interested in a Trends Business Club and/or know somebody who would be interested in such 

a concept. Concerning a possible division, the findings state that people who are more 

interested prefer an inclusive community. Additionally, two buyer personas that represent our 

target audiences were made based on the data. Next, Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram are 

the best social media channels to reach both target audiences. Lastly, a first indication of the 

willingness to pay was set at a price range between €100 and €200 (full sample).  
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In sum, both the primary and secondary market research indicate that there is a business 

opportunity to launch a Trends Business Club. In addition, it can also be differentiated enough 

from other business clubs (traditional and innovative) and give the Trends brand a boost 

towards a younger, more game changing audience. 

 

Regarding the strategy, the main risks and benefits were identified as well as a forecast of the 

potential profit and loss which shows that the concept would be profitable in a good and 

realistic situation. Furthermore, as part of the differentiation, strategic exercises show that the 

Trends Business Club needs to adopt a customer-centric approach, focussing on the following 

brand values: game changing, innovative, inspirational and educational.  

 

Based on all the above mentioned, the concept of a Trends Business Club was further defined. 

The business community will entail 40 Trends Talk events, 10 big more exclusive events, 

monthly company visits, educational courses and content, the possibility to connect with like-

minded people (online and offline) and member exclusive benefits. 

 

The marketing strategy elaborates on the target market (i.e., Flemish professionals) and buyer 

personas (i.e., Trends Tom and Young Yasmine). Next, the following value proposition was 

created: “To delight Flemish professionals who are looking for business inspiration, the Trends 

Business Club offers the opportunity to meet leading figures on a weekly basis, connect with 

like-minded people and educate yourself, to trigger the change masters of tomorrow to push 

their boundaries and create sustainable growth, that they prefer because of Trends’ 

experience, know-how and substantiated content.” In order to incentivise consumers to stay a 

member as well as to acquire new members through existing ones, a loyalty and referral 

programme were made. In addition, we also identified how we can reach and trigger 

consumers through a content and social media strategy. 

 

Moreover, the communication campaign consists of two phases (per target audience) and two 

communication flows. Regarding the current target audience, in phase one not much extra 

communication is needed, whereas in phase two these people will be notified that they have 

now become a member of a business community instead of a subscriber to a magazine. With 

respect to the new target audience, phase one will mainly consist of increasing brand 

awareness and triggering these consumers by offering an experience package. In phase two, 

the launch of the Trends Business Club will be communicated at a large scale by use of 

“Change the Game” ambassadors. In sum, this means that in a first phase there is no need to 

already develop a community platform as this phase is mainly aimed at increasing brand 

awareness among the new target audience. 

 

In addition, in order to give the management of Roularta Media Group a more complete 

overview of what a Trends Business Club entails, we already included a first insight regarding 

possible educational partnerships with the following institutions: University of Hasselt, Antwerp 

Management School, Vlerick Business School and Belgian Association of Marketing. 

Furthermore, a partnership concerning member benefits was already set up with Trends 

Business Information. 
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Lastly, we looked at the necessity of implementing a community platform. In order to do so, 

we had several meetings with multiple digital agencies and we made a list with business 

requirements. Although no concrete timing and pricing could be given yet, the price range 

regarding the development of such a community platform would lie somewhere between 

€80.000 and €300.000. Finally, a clickable mock-up was made using Figma in order to make 

a possible Trends Business Club platform more tangible. 

In general, this study has helped to define and concretise the concept of a Trends Business 

Club. Notwithstanding its limitations, multiple useful insights were defined as well as a go-to-

market strategy. Consequently, we can state that the launch of a Trends Business Club 

including a community platform would be profitable and relevant to sustain Trends’ future. 
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1. Introduction  

 

1.1. Introduction to the company 

 

Roularta Media Group (hereafter referred to as RMG) is a Belgian listed multimedia concern. 

It was founded in 1954 by Willy De Nolf in Roeselare, Flanders and is currently active in 

Belgium, Germany and The Netherlands. It has over 1.300 employees and a total combined 

turnover of €300 million. RMG is the market leader in the field of magazines (Dutch/French), 

local media in Flanders and business television. The television channels Kanaal Z (Flanders) 

and Canal Z (Wallonia) are the only television business channels in Belgium and report on 

financial and economic topics, with a clear emphasis on business, economy and money. 

Furthermore, its brand Trends Business Information provides all financial and marketing data 

of every Belgian company. In addition, RMG possesses a 50% participation in Mediafin as 

well as a 50% participation in classified sites immovlan.be and autovlan/be/gocar.be (Roularta 

Media Group, 2021).  

 

For our in-company project, we will be focussing on the brand Trends. Trends is the leading 

financial-economic news magazine in Belgium and was founded in 1975, following the 

example of the American magazine Forbes. Trends also has a francophone counterpart, 

Trends-Tendances, which was founded one year later in 1976. Both magazines have a weekly 

issue, a combined circulation of 52.259 copies (CIM, 2020) and mainly rely on subscriptions 

(+90%). Trends does not only have a paper version but can also be read digitally via the 

website and application. Every week, Trends tackles a wide range of economic and financial 

subjects as well as business and entrepreneurial affairs. This is to ensure that its readers will 

find the necessary information in order to make the right financial and business decisions in 

their professional and private life. For instance, in the section MoneyTalk, readers can find 

information and inspiration that can help them to improve their personal financial situation. As 

a consequence, the magazine mainly targets the Dutch-speaking business community of 

entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs, as well as all individuals interested in personal finance and 

investing (Roularta Media Group, 2021).  

 

Although the magazine is the brand’s core business, Trends also has an important history of 

community building through networking events such as Trends Manager van het Jaar, Trends 

Gazellen (i.e., a provincial competition for the fastest growing companies), Trends Summer 

University (i.e., a three-day trip for entrepreneurs and managers to connect and inspire), 

Trends Winter University (i.e., a trip to Lapland for entrepreneurs and managers, first edition 

will be in 2022), etc. Those events do not only reinforce the brand and build a community of 

brand ambassadors, but are also an important revenue generator in the Trends business 

model. In addition, Trends also launched a podcast in Spring 2020 divided into multiple 

categories, the most successful one being Inside Beleggen. 
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1.2. Motivation and problem statement 

 

The most recent CIM-data (Roularta Media Group, 2020) as well as a recent analysis of 

Dentsu Aegis and Trends’ own internal data confirm that Trends as a magazine and brand 

has an issue that endangers its future. These data show that the reader profile of 

Trends/Trends-Tendances is aging heavily, the Dutch-speaking audience is decreasing fast 

and gender equality is completely out of balance. With regard to gender, more than 60% of 

Trends readers is male (2016-2019: +5%). With regard to age, the number of 65-year-olds 

has increased by 33% between 2016 and 2019, whereas the number of readers part of the 

active population (i.e., 25-64 years old) has decreased by 7%. In general, one out of every 

two Trends readers is between 45 and 64 years old. For Trends-Tendances, this number is 

one out of every three. Strikingly, with regard to Trends’ subscribers six out of ten are between 

45 and 64 years old. Moreover, on top of this ageing and male subscription base, Trends also 

struggles with an extremely high churn rate of over 20% (1 in 5). Consequently, an important 

challenge for Trends is how to attract a broader, younger and more feminine audience (internal 

data). 

 

In order to tackle these issues, there is no short-term solution. In order to guarantee a future 

for Trends magazine and the brand as a whole, a more long-term action plan should be 

initiated on three levels: 

1. Uplift the editorial relevance (and urgency) of the Trends Magazine from within for the 

requested younger and more diverse audience.  

2. Connect and collaborate with other departments and sectors of Roularta Media Group 

that can offer a broader audience base (e.g., a more intense collaboration with Kanaal 

Z). 

3. Create a more intense bond between the brand and its subscribers through a 

community membership, in order to make the subscription less dependent on 

promotional offers. 

 

For this third challenge, the project of a Trends Business Club has been put forward. The 

biggest business club in Flanders and Belgium, by extension. A place where like-minded 

people come together to connect, inspire each other and educate themselves. With, in 

addition, also member exclusive benefits. In this process of creating a Trends business club, 

the concept has already been defined on a high-level basis during a first brainstorm session 

(October 2020) with multiple members of the Trends team, the editorial staff of RMG, the CEO 

and CDO. In addition, during a second brainstorm session (January 2021) the key principles 

of the Trends Business Club were defined. In order to further develop this concept, we (i.e., 

Josephine Coelembier and Jonathan Kemel, two master’s students Marketing & Digital 

Transformation, Vlerick Business School) will do our in-company project at Trends. 

 

In general, this market research project aims to find out 1. if there is an interest in such a club 

among both target audiences, 2. what the needs and wants are of both target audiences, 3. 

what a Trends business club should entail, 4. if there is a necessity to build or license a digital 

community platform and 5. how all of this can be put into practice. 

 

The rest of this report is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the competitor analysis and 

a theoretical framework regarding online communities. The methodology for both our 
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qualitative and quantitative market research will be presented in section 3. Section 4 shows 

the findings of our market research. The strategy as well as the conceptualisation will be 

discussed in section 5. The marketing strategy and the communication strategy can be found 

in section 6 and 7 respectively. Furthermore, section 8 explains the partner analysis. Section 

9 discusses the platform implementation. Lastly, the discussion and conclusion can be found 

in section 10. 

 

2. Theory  

2.1. Competitor analysis 

 

When starting our project, we decided to first conduct a competitor analysis. Our aim was to 

find out who the main competitors of Trends and a possible Trends Business Club are, which 

practices they are using and which industry trends are currently out there. In order to do so, 

we made a distinction between three categories of competitors: competitors of Trends 

Magazine (i.e., direct competitors), business clubs and business community platforms.  

 

With regard to the first category, including business magazines and newspapers, we made a 

list of national and international competitors. In doing so, we had a good overview of what the 

competition is currently doing, especially online with regard to community building. The table 

in Appendix 1 lists a number of important competitors of Trends magazine along with their 

most important features. Based on this analysis, we identified multiple key elements that 

should also be taken into account during our project for Trends (cf. Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Important features direct competitors Trends 

Podcast Can the podcast provide exclusive content for the business 

club members? 

Application Trends already has an application, but it appears to be less 

user-friendly and interactive compared to the applications of 

its competitors.  

Group subscription Price reduction when enterprises/teams of more than five 

people take a subscription. 

Name Some competitors have a similar concept to a business club, 

but avoid using this name (e.g., Forbes Councils). 

Exclusivity/separate 

categories 

It is often needed to have an annual revenue of $1 million or 

more in order to get access to these clubs. In addition, women 

are often put into different categories “for women”.  

Competition Organisation of competitions for students, start-ups, scale-

ups, etc.  
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Promotional codes Monthly promotional codes (e.g., Hello Fresh, Samsung, etc.) 

 

Concerning the second category, business clubs, we made a distinction between traditional 

Belgian business clubs and more innovative Belgian and international business clubs. The 

perceptual map below gives us a better visual overview. With regard to the Trends Business 

Club, the aim is to build a smaller innovative business community that has the potential to 

become the largest innovative business community in Belgium in the future. 

 
Figure 1: Perceptual map business clubs 

 
 

Furthermore, the tables in Appendix 2 show an overview of these business clubs. In general, 

the table below shows the most remarkable features. 

 

Table 2: Important features business clubs 

Member fee per month/year 

Very exclusive (e.g., annual revenue of $1 million or more, maximum of 40 years old, etc.) 

Mostly for networking purposes and importance of membership communities 

Traditional business clubs: mostly for senior profiles 

Innovative business clubs: either focus on the top level (e.g., CEOs, managers, etc.) or more 

accessible levels (e.g., start-ups, founders, innovators, etc.) 

Innovative business clubs: sometimes focus on businesses with a purpose beyond profit 

Often separate division “for women” 

 

Lastly, we also took a look at online business communities (cf. Table 3). In addition, several 

visuals of best practices regarding online community platforms can be found in Appendix 4. 
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Based on this analysis, we identified multiple elements that an online community platform 

should include (cf. Table 3).  

 

Table 3: Important features online community platforms 

Member profile ● Member info: name, company, size, … 

● Custom branding (of your company) 

Networking options Possibility to follow other members 

Content 

categorisation 

Follow the content topics you are interested in, possibility to filter 

Link to agenda Link interesting events immediately to your own agenda 

Subscriptions/ 

notifications 

Subscribe to certain events/topics, get notifications when 

something new comes up that you might be interested 

in/reminders 

Flexible structure With categorisations and groups 

Automatisation/ 

personalisation 

Automatic suggestions for the best content 

Discussion forum Users can create questions and answer those of others + link 

these questions to specific categories (e.g., data driven marketing, 

AI, investment, etc.) 

Social sharing Easy social sharing options/buttons 

Gamification/ 

engagement tactics 

● Custom icons and badges (e.g., when you are in the 

Gazellen ranking, part of the ‘padel club’, etc.) 

● Collect points/badges per education you have followed. 

When reaching a certain amount, you unlock something 

(such as an extra benefit, prize, etc.) 

● Monthly challenges (that you can master and then apply to 

your business) 

● Credits through business game (e.g., Beleggerscompetitie) 

Save options Pin/save most interesting content 

Messaging One-to-one messages, but also possibility to create private groups 

Navigation option To enhance user-friendliness 
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2.2. Online communities 

 

An important element of this in-company project is the practice of community building. This 

means that the focus will be on building relationships beyond transactions. In order to build a 

successful community, it is of utmost importance that it meets the needs of your business and 

members. Both qualitative and quantitative market research could generate useful insights 

into this matter. Furthermore, we also conducted secondary market research to find out more 

about this topic.  

 

Online communities have multiple benefits. They can boost professional development, 

because professionals are able to exchange ideas and experiences with peers as well as to 

collaborate on work-related problems (Howland et al., 2003). In general, three types of benefits 

can be obtained from online communities: individual, community and organisational benefits 

(Fontaine et al., 2002). Regarding individual benefits, community members are able to 

increase their understanding of certain subjects related to their profession as they gain access 

to experts and other resources. At the community level, the collaboration and interaction 

between members leads to a better idea generation and problem solving. Lastly, communities 

also generate organisational benefits as they can lead to positive business outcomes (Agag 

& El-Masry, 2016). 

 

However, there are also certain challenges related to online community building. For instance, 

both the key resource and biggest challenge is member participation (Ardichvili, 2008). 

Consumers’ willingness to participate in online communities determines the community’s 

chances of survival, since it also leads to a higher consumer involvement, which may 

“reinforce the feelings that bind each member to the other community members, improve 

instruction on communal values, encourage conjoint behaviours and information sharing, and 

enable stronger group cohesion” (Casaló et al., 2010, p.898). In addition, member participation 

in online communities also helps to achieve common member goals (Bagozzi & Dholakia, 

2006). Bista et al. (2012) have identified three main reasons as to why member engagement 

is so challenging. First of all, it is difficult to bring members to the community and to keep them 

engaged during the initiating phase. Second, all the member activities within the community 

also have to be monitored. Last, many efforts are needed to ensure enough engagement in 

the long run and not only during the initiating phase. What’s more, online communities also 

have more difficulties than offline communities because of various reasons. For instance, an 

online community has a greater ease of enter but also of exit, which could lead to a higher 

member turnover. Moreover, members can remain more anonymous and communication can 

be more easily misinterpreted (Kraut & Resnick, 2011). 

 

Furthermore, a good idea is to start small and gather valuable customer feedback and to 

further build your community based on these insights. After all, simply launching a community 

or platform does not mean that members will automatically come and follow. Moreover, it is 

also important to avoid the empty bar syndrome, meaning that users visit the community but 

do not see enough relevant content and interaction and/or do not understand how it could be 

relevant for them. As a consequence, these users leave and never come back (Kuhl & 

Ogneva, n.d.). 
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There are several things you could do in order to tackle these challenges. In general, “member 

engagement involves cooperation and interactions, which bring positive results to a brand 

community. Brand community engagement leads to the formation of strong ties with a brand, 

products, other customers, and the corporation” (Gong et al., 2015, p.582). In order to boost 

online customer engagement, multiple elements can have a positive influence such as 

perceived personalisation, familiarity and customer-to-customer (C2C) interactions. For 

instance, the use of information technology facilitates the development of personalised 

services, which also leads to a higher brand loyalty (Liang et al., 2012). Furthermore, familiarity 

among community members reduces the perceived risk, which leads to a higher quality of 

C2C communication and customer engagement. In addition, the quality of C2C interactions 

also serves as a mediator between brand community characteristics (e.g., personalised 

services) and community engagement (Gong et al., 2015). 

 

According to Agag & El-Masry (2016), trust is a critical element which can boost consumers’ 

willingness to participate. Moreover, trust can be created by positive (electronic) word-of-

mouth communication. Research has already shown that people who are dissatisfied with a 

certain product or service will generally share this negative experience with at least six to 

fifteen people (Coombs & Holladay, 2007). However, with the rise of the Internet, their story 

can now be easily spread and shared with tens of thousands (if not millions) of people at once. 

The Internet has enabled communication through a plethora of online channels and platforms 

such as review sites, blogs, brands’ websites, social networking sites, etc. (Bickart & 

Schindler, 2001). This makes electronic word-of-mouth communication an even more powerful 

marketing force. 

 

Furthermore, a community should ensure a frictionless experience for its users. For instance, 

an omnichannel approach between web and mobile can increase user-friendliness. In 

addition, a community manager helps to keep a clear overview and ensure the health of the 

community. According to the State of Community Management Report from 2013 (Kuhl & 

Ogneva, n.d.), community managers have an important role in increasing the levels of 

community interaction and engagement.  

 

To make sure that you avoid the empty bar syndrome when introducing the community, 

Salesforce came up with an adoption guide (Kuhl & Ogneva, n.d.). First and foremost, you 

need to create a vision and a plan. Moreover, in this phase it is also important to get to know 

the potential audience. To do so, both qualitative and quantitative market research was 

conducted to make sure that we have a good understanding of the target audience and their 

needs and wants. The results will be discussed later in the report (cf. section 4). Second, it is 

required to invest resources in the community, such as a community manager, executive 

sponsors and budget. Third, you have to actually build the community. It is advised to focus 

on the external stakeholders (i.e., customers and/or partners), by starting small and building it 

together with the members. Fourth, the community has to grow and be cultivated. This can be 

done by making the community an inherent part of the customer journey. In addition, a good 

marketing strategy is also an essential element of this phase. Last, you have to enable the 

community, so that all members get the most out of it.  

 

In addition, to measure the success of a community, it is important to convert data into 

actionable insights. Multiple metrics can be analysed such as website metrics (e.g., visits, 

views, etc.), The first and most important metric is the website usability. A study by Youngwha 
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Lee and Kenneth Kozar (2012) has shown that this results in a positive attitude towards the 

website and increases the stickiness and revisit rate. Moreover, Lee and Kozar (2012) 

measured the usability of a website through ten constructs. With regard to our project, the 

most important ones are: relevant content (e.g., the website contains in-depth information, 

provides up-to-date information and the content provided is accurate) and interactivity (e.g., 

the website provides an appropriate amount of interactive features, contains components to 

help the interaction between consumers, interactive features of the website are vivid and 

evoke responses, etc.). Other metrics that could be used are: activity growth (e.g., comments, 

posts, votes, etc.), ROI metrics, program growth (i.e., increase in number of memberships), 

quality of interaction (e.g., return visits, time spent, etc.), etc. (Kuhl & Ogneva, n.d.). Based on 

these data, you can take frequent action. 

 

3. Methodology  

 

As mentioned earlier, the aim of this in-company project is to find out if there is an interest in 

a Trends Business Club among both generations (i.e., 25-35-year-olds and 45-64-year-olds) 

and what their needs and wants are. In addition, based on these insights we want to formulate 

what a Trends Business Club should entail and how all of this can be put into practice. Based 

on this information, the following research question was put forward: “What should a Trends 

Business Club entail in order to acquire a younger, more feminine audience as well as to retain 

their current target audience (i.e., male, 45-64 years old)?”  

 

To find an answer to this research question, we opted for a mixed-method approach, 

combining qualitative and quantitative market research. The qualitative market research 

aimed to generate multiple high-level insights which could be used for the survey. With regard 

to the quantitative questionnaire, the impact of the independent variables (i.e., new versus old 

business model Trends) were measured on dependent variables such as brand association, 

interest in certain topics, etc. More information about the used methods, data collection, 

sampling and data analysis methods will be given in the following sections.  

 

3.1. Methods 

 

3.1.1. Qualitative market research: methods 

 

We first conducted qualitative market research. Qualitative research is mainly used to uncover 

knowledge about how people think and feel about certain topics, not to make a judgement 

about whether or not these thoughts and feelings are valid as this is examined during the 

quantitative phase (Thorne, 2000).  

 

Since interviews are considered to be one of the most powerful methods within qualitative 

research (Canter, 2013), we opted for in-depth semi-structured interviews. However, there are 

also multiple risks and obstacles linked to this method. In general, taking interviews is quite 
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time-consuming. Looking for respondents, scheduling the calls, taking the interviews, coding, 

analysing, etc. takes time. Furthermore, another possible disadvantage is the concept of social 

desirability. People can say what they think of something or how they would act, but that often 

differs from what they really think or how they really act (Mortelmans, 2013). As a 

consequence, it is also important to pay attention to non-verbal communication and to be 

cautious with the answers given. Nevertheless, interviews are a strong qualitative research 

tool and will help us generate some useful first insights on which we can base our quantitative 

research. 

 

We made use of semi-structured interviews, with a combination of close- and open-ended 

questions. Moreover, we also used probing in order to gain deeper insights. When creating 

the interview questions, we first formulated the main goals of the qualitative research, namely 

to find out more about: 

● Current brand awareness and association of Trends 

● How to fill in this business community, based on the four main pillars (i.e., education, 

inspiration, connection and benefits) 

● Personal interest in such a business community 

 

Based on the information above, we structured the interview into six categories: introduction, 

opening questions, introductory questions, transition questions, key questions and lastly, 

concluding questions. The topics and themes of the interview are part of the problem 

statement and are mainly based on existing research and knowledge from Trends as well as 

our own insights. We chose to divide the interview questions according to multiple topics. In 

doing so, it would be easier to retrieve certain findings in the transcriptions. 

 

The interview starts with a brief outline of the project and the ethical issues to be addressed. 

For instance, the interviewees can request to remain anonymous. Thereafter, they can convey 

their thoughts and opinions about multiple topics. First, we ask five questions concerning their 

personal and professional life. Second, we examine their brand awareness of Trends. Third, 

we try to get an idea of brand association (of “Trends” and “business club”) by using the 

projective technique, more specifically word associations (e.g., “If I say Trends, what are the 

first five words that come to mind?”). Fourth, we attempt to uncover certain professional 

struggles and how they try to cope with them. Fifth, we briefly explain the concept of a Trends 

Business Club and ask them multiple questions about this, divided into four themes: education, 

inspiration, connection (professional and leisure) and benefits. Sixth, the interviewees are 

questioned about the online part of the community and its necessity. Seventh, we again resort 

to the projective technique to ask how the interviewees would approach such a project (i.e., 

“If you would get the task to create a Trends Business Club, how would you tackle this 

challenge?”). In addition, purchase intent and frequency are also questioned. Lastly, we thank 

the interviewees for their participation and say goodbye.  

 

The questions are not always asked chronologically, but are integrated in the conversation in 

order to ensure a smooth communication. It goes without saying that we strive for interviews 

in which the respondents answer all questions in a detailed manner. At certain times, the 

researcher must keep on asking questions to gain more insights into the answers of the 

respondent, as long as he/she does not get lost in unnecessary details (Cambré & Waege, 

2003). This concept is also known as probing.  
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The entire list of questions can be found in Appendix 5. 

 

3.1.2. Quantitative market research: methods 

 

After the qualitative part, we conducted quantitative market research. In order to do so, a 

survey was developed based on the results of the qualitative research as well as a list of eight 

objectives we wanted to achieve. First of all, we wanted to generate more insights regarding 

brand awareness and brand association. During the interviews it became clear that part of the 

younger target group had a limited brand awareness of Trends. To test this on a bigger scale, 

multiple questions concerning brand awareness and brand association were asked in the 

survey. Second, it is crucial to discover which type of content is most relevant, as this will help 

to analyse what type of activities are most important to include in the Trends Business Club. 

Third, we included a question about social media to find out on which social channels our 

target groups are most active. Fourth, we wanted to find out which elements have an impact 

on interest, purchase intent and Net Promoter Score (NPS). Fifth, we aimed to generate better 

insights into a possible division of a Trends Business Club since the qualitative part provided 

divergent opinions on this matter. In order to do so, we used multiple subtle questions related 

to exclusivity and inclusivity, instead of using leading questions. Sixth, we want to create buyer 

personas based on the data. Seventh, it is important to investigate consumers’ willingness to 

pay. Last, we needed to compare different groups with each other. Not only the differences 

between the three samples will be analysed, but also differences between age, gender, 

subscribed versus non-subscribed, etc. The reason for this is to find out whether different 

strategies for different groups are needed. 

 

The questionnaire starts with a brief outline of the project and the ethical issues to be 

addressed. Thereafter, five questions about brand awareness and brand association are 

asked. Next, a short description of the Trends Business Club is given after which we list 33 

possible activities of the business community. Furthermore, the respondents have to indicate 

in which business-related topics they are most interested. After that, we ask the respondents 

to fill in to what extent they agree or disagree with six statements related to exclusivity and 

inclusivity, on a seven point Likert scale. In addition, they are also requested to indicate 

whether or not they already are/have been a member of a business community. Next, we 

again ask the respondents to fill in to what extent they agree or disagree with three statements 

related to their interest in and attitude towards a Trends Business Club (seven point Likert 

scale). Additionally, they have to fill in how frequently they would be willing to participate in 

activities. Thereafter, we ask the respondents about their willingness to pay. First regarding a 

yearly subscription to the Trends Business Club, second regarding a yearly subscription to the 

Trends Business Club including a subscription to the magazine as well. Next, we ask the 

respondents on which social media channels they are active on a weekly basis. The last 

section of the questionnaire consists of socio-demographic questions such as age, gender, 

highest degree obtained, current professional status, business industry and company size. 

Lastly, we thank the respondents for their participation and ask them to fill in their email 

address and a tiebreaker question if they want a chance to win a coffee machine.  

 

The entire questionnaire can be found in Appendix 8.    
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3.2. Data collection & sampling 

 

This study has two target groups. The first target group consists of people between the age of 

25 and 35. The second and current target group consists of people between the ages of 45 

and 64. Although these are our target groups and thus focus, other age categories will also 

be taken into account since they can also provide us relevant information.  

 

The interviewees of the qualitative phase were based on convenience sampling. We 

interviewed ten people between 25 and 35 years old and, in addition, four people between 45 

and 64 years old as a benchmark. Furthermore, we made sure to interview an equal number 

of men and women. Regarding the first age group, we created five categories, with two 

interviewees (one man, one woman) per category: 

1. Master’s students 

2. Business school students 

3. Young professionals 

4. People with a start-up 

5. People with more professional experience 

 

With regard to the questionnaire, we divided the respondents into three samples: 

1. Trends subscribers  

2. Vlerick alumni 

3. Convenience sample (e.g., friends and family, Vlerick master’s and MBA students, 

etc.)  

 

In order to reach these people, three different links of the survey were made and distributed 

via a Roularta email, the Vlerick Alumni newsletter and social media. 

 

3.3. Data analysis methods 

 

3.3.1. Qualitative market research: data analysis methods 

 

With regard to the qualitative phase (i.e., in-depth interviews), we opted for a thematic 

analysis. In doing so, we wanted to find out more about people’s opinions about and 

knowledge of Trends and a possible Trends Business Club. For this, we used a deductive 

approach as we already identified multiple themes, based on existing knowledge and insights. 

In addition, we opted for a semantic approach in order to analyse the explicit content of our 

data.  

 

After deciding on the approach, we followed the six steps for thematic analysis developed by 

Braun & Clarke (2006). The first step is familiarisation, which includes transcribing important 

and relevant parts of the audio fragments, reading through the notes and getting familiar with 

the data in general. Second, all of this data needs to be coded. In order to do so, we made a 

list of text fragments according to a specific label or code, related to their content (cf. Appendix 

6). After going through all the data, we identified multiple groups, according to code. In doing 
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so, we had a good general overview of all relevant recurring points across all interviews. Third, 

we looked for certain patterns in the codes in order to see if they matched with the existing 

themes as well as to generate new themes. The table in Appendix 7 gives an overview of the 

identified themes. Fourth, we reviewed the themes to check whether or not they accurately 

represent our data. Fifth, we defined and named the themes. Last, we wrote up our analysis 

of the data.  

 

3.3.2. Quantitative market research: data analysis methods 

 

In order to process the data of the survey statistically with SPSS 26, different types of statistical 

tests were used. When identifying the objectives, we also predetermined which analyses we 

wanted to perform. The table below provides an overview of the objectives and the 

corresponding analyses. 

 

Table 4: Objectives and corresponding statistical tests 

Generate more insights regarding 

brand awareness and brand 

association 

Descriptive statistics 

Find out which elements have an 

impact on interest/purchase 

intent/NPS 

Descriptive statistics 

Compare different groups with each 

other (e.g., age groups, men and 

women, etc.) 

Compare means: independent-samples T test, 

one-way ANOVA 

Discover which type of content is most 

relevant 

MaxDiff analysis and logistic regression 

Generate better insights into a 

possible division of a Trends Business 

Club 

Cluster analysis and profiling 

Investigate consumers’ willingness to 

pay 

Van Westendorp analysis 

Find out on which social media 

channels the target groups are most 

active 

Descriptive statistics 

Buyer personas Human judgement-based segmentation and 

profiling 

 

With regard to the MaxDiff analysis, we made a list of five groups of activity categories: 

inspiration, education, connection (business), connection (leisure) and benefits. In total, we 
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identified 33 activities, each belonging to one category. However, to question all of these in 

one list could be quite exhausting for the respondents. In addition, dividing them according to 

category could lead to bias among the respondents, since they can already view the topic 

categories. Therefore, we opted for a MaxDiff analysis. The respondent sees six different 

options and has to select the one he/she prefers the most and also the one he/she prefers the 

least. This process is repeated 16 times (Willems, 2017). Based on these results, it will be 

possible to provide a clear analysis on which activities are most and least preferred. In order 

to perform this analysis, we had to transform the data manually as our Qualtrics version did 

not include this option.  

 

Matrix 1 shows an example on what the data in a MaxDiff analysis should look like. ID stands 

for the respondent and block stands for each MaxDiff question the respondent gets. The set 

column then divides this block into the ones that have a minus and a plus (i.e., +1 being most 

preferred, -1 being least preferred). Furthermore, the choice column shows whether a certain 

answer was given to the respondent or not.  A till F stands for the options given to the 

respondent. To further clarify this analysis, we will use the example of matrix 1. The first 

MaxDiff shown to the first respondent shows that he/she answered that option C is most 

preferred and option E least preferred. Option D was the third option given, but was neither 

most, nor least preferred by the respondent. This matrix is then used to perform a regression 

analysis where the column choice is the dependent variable and all the different options (A-F) 

are the independent variables. In our specific case, there are 33 different options, 285 

respondents and 16 MaxDiff questions consisting of 6 options each. 

 
Matrix 1: MaxDiff example 
    ID Block Set Choice  A  B  C  D  E  F 

1   1     1   1      1   0  0  1  0  0  0 

2   1     1   1      0   0  0  0  1  0  0 

3   1     1   1      0   0  0  0  0  1  0 

4   1     1   2      0   0  0 -1  0  0  0 

5   1     1   2      0   0  0  0 -1  0  0 

6   1     1   2      1   0  0  0  0 -1  0 

7   1     2   3      1   1  0  0  0  0  0 

8   1     2   3      0   0  0  0  1  0  0 

9   1     2   3      0   0  0  0  0  1  0 

10  1     2   4      0  -1  0  0  0  0  0 

11  1     2   4      0   0  0  0 -1  0  0 

12  1     2   4      1   0  0  0  0 -1  0 

 

Furthermore, to get a first indication of customers’ willingness to pay, we used a Van 

Westendorp analysis. In doing so, respondents are asked to fill in which price they perceive 

as being too cheap, cheap, expensive and too expensive. Based on these results, two different 

graphs can be developed. The first one is the price sensitivity meter, which will show an 

acceptable price range. The second graph is the price-demand curve, which will indicate the 

price that will generate the highest revenue. 
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4. Findings 

 

4.1. Qualitative market research: findings 

 

In total, fourteen respondents took part in the interview, between 31 March and 5 April 2021. 

Four interviews were conducted face-to-face, whereas the others were organised via Zoom. 

In addition, all interviews were recorded in order to transcribe the most relevant answers 

afterwards. The duration of the conversations varied between 28 and 51 minutes.  

 

We will now discuss the most important findings, based on the thematic analysis.  

 

With regard to Trends’ brand awareness, we discovered that there is limited to none among 

the younger target audience. Strikingly, multiple respondents even asked if they were 

supposed to explain the word “trends” (i.e., a change or develop in a certain direction). 

Consequently, no interviewee of this age group has had a subscription to Trends before. 

However, two interviewees between 25 and 35 years old indicated that they sometimes buy 

the magazine. In general, the brand is better known among the older target audience, but also 

to a limited extent. Most respondents know that Trends is an economic-financial magazine 

but, with a few exceptions, other Trends’ products are unknown across the two age groups. 

As for the second target group, one person currently has a subscription and three others have 

had a subscription in the past (five to ten years ago). When asked for the reason for 

discontinuation, the following reasons were given: not innovative or inspiring enough, very 

distant and not targeted towards smaller companies. 

 

Furthermore, during the questions concerning brand association, multiple respondents found 

it difficult to come up with five words to describe Trends, possibly because of the limited brand 

awareness. The table below provides an overview of the words associated with Trends and a 

business club respectively. Surprisingly, the younger age group sees Trends as a more 

innovative, trendy brand whereas the older age group associates Trends with an old-fashioned 

image. Most people associated a business club with similar words such as networking, events, 

etc. In addition, many of those words also have a sense of exclusion. 

 

Table 5: Brand association Trends and business club 

Trends Business club 

● Financial 

● Economy 

● Knack 

● Business 

● Magazine 

● Old-fashioned 

● Innovative 

● Trendy covers 

● Start-ups 

● Events 

● Networking 

● Exclusive 

● Entrepreneurs and managers 

● Receptions 

● High educational level 

● Idea exchange 

● Monthly 

● Webinars 
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● Personal interviews with CEOs 

● Media 

● Family businesses 

● Success stories 

● Gazellen 

● Show off 

● Stock market 

● Not inspiring 

● Lifestyle 

● Serious 

● Lack of time 

● Waste of time 

● Decadent 

● Business 

● Like-minded people 

● Men in suits 

● People older than 40 

 

We also asked our interviewees if there are certain things they struggle with during their 

professional career. Multiple respondents answered that they have a lack of knowledge, 

related to a specific subject. Moreover, a lack of time was also a recurring answer, more 

specifically issues related to time management, work-life balance, etc. Additionally, the 

master’s students also seem to struggle with finding a job and company they want to work for.  

 

When asked how they try to cope with these problems, our interviewees gave us both online 

and offline solutions. Regarding the online solutions, they tend to look on Google, YouTube 

and specific blogs for answers. Offline, people mostly consult family and friends, career 

advisors and specialists.     

 

Regarding the first brand pillar, education, all respondents showed interest. This is because 

they feel a need to keep on educating themselves. Moreover, it also provides an opportunity 

to get to know other people and to expand your (professional) network. 

  

“Dit vind ik absoluut interessant, always keep on educating yourself. Ik haal energie uit 

lessen en uit intellectuele uitdagingen. Daarnaast leer je ook nieuwe mensen kennen 

in zo’n opleidingen. Leren stopt nooit, je moet je blijven bijscholen om mee te kunnen. 

En het zorgt ook voor zelfvoldoening.” (Sofie, 29 - more professionally experienced) 

 

However, multiple people did show concerns whether Trends would be able to differentiate 

itself enough from other business clubs and educational institutions (cf. quote below). 

Moreover, multiple respondents told us that they feel like there are already many educational 

opportunities online for free. Consequently, the offering of the Trends Business Club should 

be unique enough. In addition, we received the suggestion to include a certificate upon 

completing a course. In doing so, people can also show this on social media (e.g., LinkedIn) 

and their curriculum vitae. 

 

“Waarom zou Trends dat doen als bijvoorbeeld een Vlerick dat al aanbiedt? Op welk 

vlak gaan ze zich differentiëren? Het moet een niche zijn op wat Vlerick al aanbiedt, 

volgens mij.” (Vincent, 51 - business owner) 

 

Furthermore, it seems that people are interested in a wide range of topics. The following topics 

were the most recurring ones: 

● Management 

● Finance 

● Economy (macro and micro) 
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● SME management 

● Marketing mix 

● Sales enablement 

● Leadership skills 

● E-commerce trends 

● Digitalisation 

● Customer experience and journey 

● Entrepreneurship 

● HR strategies 

 

In order to gain a better understanding of which topics the Trends Business Club should offer, 

this will be further questioned in the survey. Additionally, it is important to mention that the 

interviewees want to have the courses linked to real-life cases. 

 

Next, the courses provided by Trends should ideally be short and concise. People are willing 

to invest time in this, but not too much. Therefore, multiple participants preferred to have online 

classes so that they do not have to waste time going to the classes. However, most 

interviewees also valued offline classes in order to interact with one another. In their opinion, 

offline classes have more added value, as they create more engagement and network 

opportunities. Based on these answers, it appears that a combination of online and offline 

classes would be ideal.  

Regarding the second pillar, inspiration, again all interviewees showed interest because it is 

inspiring and motivational to hear other people’s stories, what challenges they faced, etc. 

However, an important element is that the stories and speakers should be relatable. People 

do not only want to hear success stories, but also stories about failure and what they have 

learned from that. In addition, our interviewees also want to hear more personal stories, about 

who is behind the company and not only about the facts and figures.  

In general, inspiration can come from a wide range of people, companies and topics. It is 

important to note that our interviewees prefer to hear out-of-the-box stories. For instance, 

people who started a successful company from scratch, people who are specialised in a 

certain field (e.g., Steven Van Belleghem), etc. In addition, it does not need to concern “older, 

senior” profiles. It can also be interesting and inspiring to hear stories from SMEs, start-ups, 

etc. 

When asked what or who inspires them in their daily lives, we got a wide range of answers. 

First of all, people look for certain mentors, people with a unique professional experience and 

expertise. Second, the Internet also provides inspiration, for instance e-books, podcasts, 

YouTube, Google, etc. Third, stories of well-known CEOs such as Elon Musk also inspire 

multiple of our interviewees. 

“Ik kijk wel op naar grote CEO’s zoals Elon Musk en Jeff Bezos. Vroeger in Leuven 

was er ook eens een talk van een medewerker van Stephen Hawking en dat kreeg 

enorm veel belangstelling. In België vind ik dit momenteel wat moeilijker, hier moeten 

we de ‘grote’ namen nog leren ontdekken.” (Florence, 23 - Vlerick master’s student)  
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Last, stories from local entrepreneurs on television and in newspapers such as De Tijd also 

provide interesting and inspiring cases.  

Multiple respondents also talked about getting inspiration from mentors and the opportunity of 

this for Trends. Trends could, for instance, include a mentorship in the business club by linking 

people to a certain mentor, specialised in a certain field. Currently, there are already multiple 

applications that offer this service.  

 

The third pillar, connection, is split into connection with an emphasis on business and 

connection with an emphasis on leisure. First, we will discuss the business side. Connecting 

and networking with a focus on business seemed to be interesting to almost all of the people 

we interviewed. 

 

Based on the answers from our interviewees, it appears that networking and connecting is key 

and that it should be the main focus and added value of such a business club. However, these 

activities and events should not feel as if you are forced to network. It should feel somewhat 

spontaneous. Furthermore, connection also seems to be intertwined with inspiration. When 

attending networking events, you hear other people’s stories which is also inspiring. 

Consequently, the main reason why people want to connect is to be inspired by others.  

 

“Ik heb hier zeker en vast interesse in. De dagen dat ik met mijn eigen onderneming 

bezig ben, kom ik graag eens samen met andere business people om hun verhalen te 

horen. Dat is goed om de motivatie en dynamiek erin te houden. Zo’n events zijn top 

om inspiratie te krijgen.” (Sim, 24 - student and business owner) 

 

We also asked for suggestions related to networking events and which type of events they 

would like to attend. Some examples are the following: 

● Job fairs. However, not with regular, well-known companies but maybe with a focus on 

SMEs and start-ups. 

● Business games, in order to find out your own strengths and weaknesses. 

● Keynote speaker sessions of Belgians who are successful abroad. 

● Events with business angels. 

● Working on real-life cases in groups. 

● Events that connect people from different generations 

 

“Evenementen met verschillende generaties, ook mensen van jongere generaties en 

internationale mensen. Bijvoorbeeld een Belg met een bedrijf in Amerika, hoe die 

persoon daar gaan wonen is, dat vind ik echt interessante dingen om te horen. Het 

kan ook interessant zijn om eens iemand te horen spreken uit een volledig andere 

branche.” (Evelien, 48 - business owner) 

Another important element is that people want to have more accessible and approachable 

networking events. An event such as the Trends Manager van het Jaar seems too exclusive 

if you want to reach a broad audience. 

Regarding networking events with a focus on leisure, people seemed to show less interest 

and they had mixed opinions. The main reason for this is that people prefer to spend their 
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spare time with their family and friends. Moreover, such activities might feel like a hidden 

networking event. 

 

“Hier heb ik geen interesse in, omdat zo’n activiteiten een soort van verscholen 

netwerking zijn. Ontspanning houd ik liever privé voor familie en vrienden. Tenzij het 

echt eens iets uitzonderlijks is, zoals gaan racen of zo.” (Henri, 27 - young 

professional) 

 

However, if you get the opportunity to bring a plus one, this idea already became more 

attractive for multiple interviewees. Additionally, all interviewees from the older age group had 

absolutely no interest in this, whereas multiple participants from the younger age group 

seemed to be more open for such activities.  

 

We also asked which type of networking events, with a focus on leisure, they would be 

interested in. We received multiple suggestions such as: 

● Company visits 

● Company trips  

● Escape room 

● Cultural events 

● Individual competitions (opportunity to enter through the Trends Business Club) 

● Charity events/competitions 

 

“Ik vind het vooral belangrijk dat je met gelijkgezinden samen zit. Mensen die zich op 

een bepaald vlak al hebben bewezen. Je kan bijvoorbeeld een meerdaags evenement 

organiseren en dat de deelnemers dan een case oplossen voor een bedrijf. Op die 

manier is er ook ROI voor Trends. En zo leer je ook met andere mensen en profielen 

samenwerken en leer je bij van elkaar.” (Giel, 24 - Vlerick master’s student) 

Based on these insights, it seems that people prefer networking events focussed on 

business, but that combinations of business and leisure could also work, such as for 

instance a company visit followed by a relaxing activity.  

The Trends Business Club will also offer its members exclusive benefits. Therefore, we asked 

our interviewees if they have any suggestions for benefits they would like to receive. The 

respondents would prefer to receive financial benefits, such as a promotional code for different 

types of companies, a discount on events and activities of the Trends Business Club, a 

discount on other Roularta brands, etc. We also used probing to gain a better understanding 

if people would be interested in certain benefits related to Trends Business Information. 

However, most respondents did not show much interest in this possibility. Additionally, a small 

physical gift (upon subscription) would also be appreciated by multiple people.  

 

We also wanted to know whether people prefer to connect online or offline. Based on the 

interviews, we can say that a combination is the preferable option.  

 

“Offline, omdat ik vind dat er online al veel initiatieven bestaan. Als je in een club zit, 

wil je echt voelen dat je erbij hoort en dat kan beter offline. Toch is het online aspect 

ook belangrijk, maar dan eerder voor de praktische kant en om dingen te regelen.” 

(Charlotte, 26 - young professional) 
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Furthermore, we also asked if such a business club needs a certain division, according to 

professional experience, company size, etc. Again, the opinions were divided. In general, 

people did not want a division, because that would make the business club more exclusive 

and the main goal of such a club is to be able to connect with people across generations, 

professions and companies. However, if there is no division, there is also a risk that it becomes 

chaotic and that higher professional profiles are put off by this. Since we did not receive an 

unambiguous answer to this question, we will further question this in the quantitative market 

research part.  

 

“Ja en nee. Qua bedrijfsgrootte zeker niet, want dan word je gelimiteerd in het aantal 

contacten die je kan leggen met mensen. Maar als er geen indeling is, kan het ook 

heel chaotisch worden omdat het wel om een aanzienlijk aantal mensen zal gaan 

waarschijnlijk.” (Tom, 33 - more professionally experienced) 

 

With regard to the online part, Trends will develop a platform for the Trends Business Club 

where members can connect. Each member will have its own member profile and therefore, 

we wanted to know which kind of information people would like to see from others. Generally, 

most required information is already available on LinkedIn such as job title, name, age, 

professional experience, etc. However, people would also like to see additional information 

such as a five-year goal, realisations, which Trends events he/she attended, multiple pictures, 

etc. When listing up the business requirements for the platform later on, we will keep these 

elements in mind. 

 

Lastly, we asked a concluding question to know whether or not our interviewees would be 

interested to join a possible Trends Business Club. Except for one, all participants would be 

willing to join such a club, to network and get inspired. We also discovered that there is 

willingness to pay, which will be further analysed in the quantitative part. 

 

“Ja, ik ging er sowieso vanuit dat het betalend zou zijn. Ik zou ook bereid zijn om 

bijkomstig te betalen voor bepaalde zaken, zoals een diner of teambuilding. Maar er 

moeten wel ook standaard evenementen, webinars, cursussen, etc. in het pakket 

inbegrepen zijn.” (Florence, 23 - Vlerick master’s student) 

 

4.2. Quantitative market research: findings 

 

In total, 285 people filled in the survey between 28 April and 10 May 2021. 108 respondents 

are people that are subscribed to Trends and/or the magazine, 74 respondents are Vlerick 

alumni and 103 respondents are people from our own network. In the next sections we will 

discuss the survey results per objective. In addition, we will compare different groups and 

samples with one another for every objective. 

 

4.2.1. Socio-Demographics 

 

First, we will discuss some of the most important socio-demographics across all samples. 
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When looking at Table 6, it is clear that the majority of the respondents are men. The 

convenience sample has a higher share of women compared to the other samples, which 

must be taken into account when interpreting the results. Furthermore, in the convenience 

sample there was one person that preferred to not fill in their gender, which is why the sum of 

male and female does not equal the total number of people in that sample. 

 

Table 6: Gender 

Sample N Male Female 

Full Sample 285 210 (74%) 74 (26%) 

Trends Sample 108 91 (84%) 17 (16%) 

Vlerick Alumni 

Sample 

74 55 (74%) 19 (26%) 

Convenience 

Sample 

103 64 (62%) 38 (37%) 

 

Table 7 shows to which age category the respondents belong. It is not surprising that the 

Trends sample mainly consists of people older than 45 years old, as this is their current target 

audience. The convenience sample mostly contains people between 18 and 35 years old, 

which means that this sample is closest to the audience we want to target with the Trends 

Business Club. In addition, the table shows that people between 35 and 44 years old are 

underrepresented in this research. 

  

Table 7: Age 

Sample N -25 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+ 

Full Sample 285 67 56 3 66 76 15 2 

Trends 

Sample 

108 0 14 1 34 49 9 1 

Vlerick Alumni 

Sample 

74 1 23 1 21 22 5 1 

Convenience 

Sample 

103 66 19 1 11 5 1 0 

 

Table 8 shows what the highest degree is that the respondents obtained. The Vlerick Alumni 

are mainly higher educated people with a master’s or master after master’s degree. The 

Trends sample mostly consists of people with a professional bachelor’s, academic master’s 

or master after master’s degree. The convenience sample is scattered. 
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Table 8: Degree 

Sample N Secondary 

education 

Professional 

bachelor 

Academic 

bachelor 

Bachelor 

after 

bachelor 

Academic 

Master 

Master 

after 

master 

Full Sample 285 14 43 29 3 92 99 

Trends 

Sample 

108 10 21 6 3 38 27 

Vlerick Alumni 

Sample 

74 0 6 2 0 13 51 

Convenience 

Sample 

103 4 16 21 0 41 21 

 

Table 9 shows what the professional status is of the respondents. The convenience sample 

mainly contains students and servants. The Trends sample is scattered and does not contain 

any students. With regard to the Vlerick Alumni sample, the results are somewhat similar to 

those of the Trends sample. 

 

Table 9: Professional Status 

Professional 

status 

Full Sample Trends Sample Vlerick Alumni 

Sample 

Convenience 

Sample 

Civil servant 13 11 1 1 

Servant 56 14 17 25 

Director 30 15 12 3 

Senior executive 15 9 6 0 

Retired 13 9 3 1 

Upper 

management 

23 7 14 2 

Middle 

management 

23 14 9 0 

Student 56 0 0 56 

Liberal profession 10 6 2 2 

Inactive 9 7 1 1 

Self-employed 31 14 7 10 
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Table 10 shows in which sector the respondents are currently active. It is obvious that the 

results are dispersed for all samples, with a majority working in the industry or financial sector. 

However, a high number of people also indicated that they work in a sector that was not 

included in the list (cf. “other”). Furthermore, an important side note has to be made regarding 

the convenience sample. Many respondents are missing here, because when they indicated 

that they were still a student this question was not given to them. 

 

Table 10: Sector 

Sector Full Sample Trends 

Sample 

Vlerick Alumni 

Sample 

Convenience 

Sample 

Industry 25 10 11 4 

Food 8 5 2 1 

wholesale and 

retail trade sector 

12 2 2 8 

Chemical sector 8 4 3 1 

Construction 10 5 3 2 

Logistics 8 5 2 1 

IT & Telecom 16 8 6 2 

Pharmaceutical 20 8 9 3 

Financial 32 19 5 8 

Media 13 6 1 6 

HR 5 0 3 2 

Other 50 20 23 7 

 

Table 11 concerns the size of the company the respondents work for or own. Across all 

samples, most people seem to work for a company that has over 1.000 employees. Again, 

people who indicated that they are still a student are not included in this table. 

 

Table 11: Company size 

Company size (# 

employees) 

Full Sample Trends 

Sample 

Vlerick Alumni 

Sample 

Convenience 

Sample 

0 8 5 2 1 

1-4 27 12 8 7 
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5-9 13 5 2 6 

10-19 7 2 1 4 

20-49 18 9 6 3 

50-99 13 4 6 3 

100-199 18 8 8 2 

200-499 17 8 6 3 

500-999 17 9 6 2 

1000+ 69 30 25 14 

 

In sum, the Trends sample mainly consists of men between 45 and 64 years old who are 

higher educated. Furthermore, the Vlerick Alumni sample consists of mainly men across all 

age categories who have obtained a higher education degree. Regarding the convenience 

sample, it also contains mostly men, although there is a higher number of women represented 

compared to the other samples. Most of them are under the age of 35 and have obtained an 

academic master’s degree. The Trends and Vlerick Alumni sample do not contain any 

students, whereas the convenience sample is mainly made up of students and servants. In 

addition, all samples have the highest number of people working in a company with over 1.000 

employees. 

 

4.2.2. Brand awareness and brand association 

 

The first important objective of the quantitative market research is to find out more about brand 

awareness and brand association among the different samples. First, we asked our 

respondents if they knew the brand Trends. 25 out of the 285 respondents had never heard 

of the brand Trends and, consequently, these people were filtered out in the following results. 

 

Furthermore, we wanted to know which elements of Trends they knew. Table 12 shows how 

many respondents know a certain product. Unsurprisingly, the Trends sample has the highest 

brand awareness. Regarding the Trends Manager van het Jaar, you can clearly see that there 

is a big difference between the convenience sample and the other two samples. Furthermore, 

the podcast has limited brand awareness, especially among the convenience sample. 

Moreover, across all samples a limited number of people are familiar with the Trends Winter 

and Summer University. Trends Business Information (TBI) also has a rather limited brand 

awareness, whereas Trends Gazellen is more well known. Another important element to 

mention is that the application has a very limited brand awareness across all samples and that 

no one in the convenience sample has heard of it before. These findings also support the 

results of our qualitative research, where we saw that, besides the magazine, other elements 

have a rather low brand awareness. 
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The table below shows that the brand awareness of Trends needs to be increased, especially 

for the convenience sample which is also mainly the new target audience. 

 

Table 12: Brand awareness 1 

Sample N Magazine  MVHJ Podcast Winter/Summer 

University 

TBI Trends 

Gazellen 

Trends 

application 

Full Sample 260 242 172 26 18 57 153 21 

Trends 

Sample 

108 103 85 16 12 30 84 15 

Vlerick Alumni 

Sample 

73 64 59 7 4 19 49 5 

Convenience 

Sample 

79 76 28 2 1 9 21 0 

 

Table 13 shows whether the respondents are currently subscribed to Trends, have been 

subscribed to Trends in the past, have bought the magazine before or have never purchased 

Trends magazine. Regarding the Trends sample, most respondents have a subscription. 

However, still 39 out of 108 respondents in this sample (36%) do not have a subscription and 

are only subscribed to the Trends newsletter. Furthermore, only a very limited number of the 

Vlerick alumni currently have a subscription to Trends. Interestingly, most respondents from 

the convenience sample have never bought Trends magazine before. This is important to 

note, since the socio-demographic results have shown that the convenience sample is closest 

to the audience we want to target with the Trends Business Club. 

 

Table 13: Brand awareness 2 

Sample N Is currently 

subscribed 

Has been 

subscribed 

Has bought 

Trends in the 

past 

Has never 

bought 

Trends 

Full Sample 260 81 35 52 92 

Trends Sample 108 69 13 13 13 

Vlerick Alumni 73 9 17 22 25 

Convenience 79 3 5 17 54 

 

Table 14 shows how the respondents perceive the brand Trends. This was put on a five-point 

scale, 1 being, for instance, highly incredible and 5 highly credible. The results show that 

Trends is mostly associated with trustworthiness and credibility. Game changing, inclusivity 

and sustainability are three topics that Trends has been focussing on in recent campaigns. 

However, it seems that the brand association with these three values is not very high yet. 

Moreover, there are also various differences between the samples. For instance, the Trends 
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sample mostly gives a higher score than the other two samples. This indicates that if you are 

more familiar with the brand, you also have a better brand association. This is also supported 

by figure 2, where you can see the difference between people that are currently subscribed to 

Trends and people who are not. 

 

Table 14: Brand association 

Sample N Trustworthy Credible Modern Game 

Changing 

Inclusive Profound Together Sustainable 

Full Sample 260 4,27 4,23 3,42 2,93 3,02 3,78 3,17 3,25 

Trends 

Sample 

108 4,37 4,24 3,70 3,14 3,13 3,93 3,30 3,48 

Vlerick 

Alumni 

73 4,23 4,26 3,34 2,88 2,89 3,56 3,16 3,21 

Convenience 79 4,18 4,18 3,09 2,71 3,00 3,78 3,00 2,97 

 

Figure 2: Brand association subscribed vs not subscribed 

 

 

Furthermore, figure 3 compares the differences in brand association between older (i.e., 45-

54, current target group) and younger (i.e., 25-34, new target group) people. This could be 

insightful for future marketing campaigns since the brand association is better for ‘older’ 

people, which means that more communication campaigns are necessary with regard to the 

‘younger’ audience so that they have a better brand association. 
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Figure 3: Brand association according to age 

 
 

Lastly, a comparison between men and women was made for the brand association. When 

looking at figure 4, it is clear (and also significant) that women perceive the brand Trends as 

more trustworthy and credible than men. However, women also perceive it as less modern.  

 

Figure 4: Brand association according to gender 

 
 

4.2.3. MaxDiff 

 

The next objective of the quantitative research is probably the most important one for the 

Trends Business Club, namely to find out which type of activities are most favoured. The 

MaxDiff analysis, as explained in the methodology, will be performed with a logistic regression.  

 

Figure 5 shows the ranking of the 33 activities, across all samples. Moreover, the full sample 

was added as a benchmark. The numbers on the horizontal axis refer to an activity, which can 

be found in figure 6 (i.e., legend for MaxDiff). This figure also provides a detailed ranking for 

the full sample. Regarding the full sample, inspiring company visits and expert keynote 

speakers are ranked the highest, whereas relaxing workshops and competitions received the 

lowest rating. Based on these insights, we can adjust the content and activities of the Trends 

Business Club. 
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Figure 5: MaxDiff across all samples 

 
 

Figure 6: Legend for MaxDiff 

 
 

The figure below shows the different activities compared over the predetermined categories. 

It is clear that education and inspiration are most preferred by the respondents (full sample), 

whereas benefits and connection (leisure) are least preferred. However, this does not 

necessarily mean that these two categories should be excluded from the Trends Business 

Club. They can still act as a nice to have but will not trigger consumers to join the community. 
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Figure 7: MaxDiff categories 

 
 

Table 15 shows the significant differences between the three samples for the MaxDiff 

activities. First of all, e-books and whitepapers are much more preferred by the Trends sample 

than by the convenience sample. A possible explanation for this could be that the average age 

of the convenience sample is much lower than the age of the Trends sample and also consists 

of many students. This means that those respondents still easily have access to such content, 

whereas the Trends sample might have more difficulties to find qualitative e-books and 

whitepapers. Moreover, keynote speakers is also an activity that received a high score among 

all samples, especially among the Trends and Vlerick Alumni sample. Another notable 

difference concerns “start-up meets start-up”, which is mostly preferred by the convenience 

sample. When looking at the event with business angels, the Vlerick Alumni sample prefers 

this more than the other two samples. This could be due to the fact that Vlerick alumni are 

more familiar with the process of such a pitch. Furthermore, the convenience sample seems 

to be interested in participating in business games, whereas the other two samples have less 

interest in such activities. With regard to networking events and online connecting, the Vlerick 

Alumni sample gave the highest scores, which could be because they are more familiar with 

this because of their educational background. Lastly, respondents belonging to the 

convenience sample seem to be interested in international trips, whereas the others are not. 

 

Table 15: Comparing MaxDiff over samples 

Activity Full Sample Trends 

Sample 

Alumni Sample Convenience Sample 

E-books & 

Whitepapers 

0,38 0,88 0,33 -0,12 

Keynote 

Speakers 

1,17 1,22 1,61 0,86 

Exchanging 

ideas 

0,43 0,54 0,74 0,12 

Start-up meets 

start-up 

0,05 -0,23 0,08 0,33 

Pitches for 

business angels 

0,18 -0,01 0,74 0,01 

Trends Co-

working spaces 

-0,51 -0,85 -0,50 -0,17 

Business Games -0,11 -0,22 -0,66 0,38 
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Networking 

events 

0,43 0,14 0,82 0,46 

Online 

Connecting 

0,35 0,24 0,80 0,17 

Sport clubs -1,09 -1,22 -1,40 -0,78 

International 

Trips 

0,01 -0,23 -0,33 0,44 

Bootcamp for 

high potentials 

-0,37 -0,89 -0,18 0,00 

Discounts on 

courses 

-0,28 -0,39 -0,51 -0,01 

Competitions -1,00 -0,56 -1,64 -1,04 

Discounts on 

several products 

-1,04 -0,71 -1,80 -0,88 

 

We performed the same exercise to compare the activities across age groups (figure 8). Again, 

‘younger’ stands for people between 25 and 34 years old, whereas ‘older’ stands for people 

between 45 and 54 years old. This figure confirms that e-books and whitepapers are indeed 

preferred by an older target audience. In addition, webinars and success and fail stories are 

also more popular among an older generation. This figure also supports our assumption about 

start-up events being preferred by a younger audience. Moreover, international trips and 

bootcamps for high potentials also score higher among the younger generation. This is also 

supported by the qualitative findings, where we discovered that younger people are more 

willing to spend their spare time on networking activities including leisure, whereas the older 

people were not interested in this at all.  

 

Figure 8: MaxDiff compared over age 
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4.2.4. Channel 

 

Another objective is to find out on which social channels the target audiences are most active. 

In doing so, we can better target them online. It was not necessary to question this for 

television, radio, etc. as Trends already has this information. 

 

Table 16 shows that LinkedIn and Facebook are the most popular social media channels for 

the full sample. When comparing the different samples, it is clear that LinkedIn is slightly less 

important for the convenience sample and that they are frequent users of Instagram and 

Facebook. Moreover, Pinterest, Twitter and YouTube seem to be less important channels for 

all samples. Thus, when advertising online it would be advisable to focus on Facebook, 

Instagram and LinkedIn. 

 

Table 16: Channels 

Sample N Facebook Instagram Pinterest Twitter LinkedIn Youtube 

Full Sample 285 205 160 43 68 217 91 

Trends 

Sample 

108 65 34 17 23 78 21 

Vlerick 

Alumni 

74 49 37 12 15 70 28 

Convenience 103 91 89 14 30 69 42 

 

Table 17 looks at the correlation between the channels the respondents are most active on 

and their attitude towards the Trends business Club. People who are active on LinkedIn are 

significantly interested in the Trends Business Club and would also recommend this to friends, 

family and colleagues. Regarding people who are active on Facebook or Instagram, we can 

see that they are not significantly interested. For Facebook there is even a negative 

correlation. However, this is not significant and therefore no conclusion should be drawn. 

These results do not indicate that people who are active on Instagram or Facebook are not 

interested at all in the Trends Business Club. However, it is something that could be taken into 

account when launching a social media campaign, as LinkedIn advertisements will probably 

generate more conversions. Lastly, people who are active on Facebook or Instagram state 

that they know somebody who would be interested in such a concept. 

  

Table 17: Correlation channel and attitude 

Channel N Interest in 

TBC 

NPS I know somebody that would be 

interested 

LinkedIn 285 0,22** 0,15* 0,10 

Facebook 285 -0,03 -0,01 0,13* 
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Instagram 285 0,01 -0,03 0,15* 

* p < 0,05 ; ** p < 0,01 

 

4.2.5. Attitude & frequency 

 

Next, we want to find out the attitude of people towards the Trends Business Club. This was 

asked on a seven-point Likert scale (1 = totally disagree, 7 = totally agree and 4 = neither 

agree nor disagree). The following statements were given: 

• I am interested to become a member of the Trends Business Club 

• I would recommend this concept to family, friends and colleagues (i.e., NPS) 

• I know somebody who would be interested in such a concept 

 

First, we checked if the scores are significantly different from 4. For the full sample, we can 

see that there is an interest in the Trends Business Club that is significantly different from 4. 

However, regarding the Trends and convenience sample, this score is not significantly 

different from 4, which means that people neither agree nor disagree with the statement. For 

the Vlerick Alumni sample, this score is significantly different from 4, which indicates that they 

are interested in such a concept. However, these results do not mean that no one from the 

Trends or convenience sample is interested. Furthermore, all samples indicate that they know 

somebody that would be interested in such a concept. 

 

Table 18: Attitude compared over samples 

Sample N Interest in 

TBC 

NPS I know somebody that would be 

interested 

Full Sample 285 4,29** 4,24** 4,68** 

Trends Sample 108 4,19 4,23 4,36** 

Vlerick Alumni 74 4,73** 4,46** 4,85** 

Convenience 103 4,09 4,10 4,89** 

* p < 0,05 ; ** p < 0,01 

 

Figure 9 shows that people who have a subscription to Trends magazine are more interested 

in becoming a member of the Trends Business Club than people who are not subscribed. 

Moreover, people who are not subscribed to Trends indicated more often that they know 

somebody who would be interested. This could be linked to the brand association, where we 

saw that people who are subscribed to Trends, have a better brand association than people 

who are not.  
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Figure 9: Attitude compared over subscribed or not 

 
 

Table 19 shows how often people would be willing to participate in activities from the Trends 

Business Club. For the full sample, most of the respondents want to spend time on the Trends 

Business Club four times per year. Moreover, people who are interested in the concept would 

also prefer four times per year, although we see some differences between these groups when 

the frequency increases. 1,4% of the people who are interested would be willing to spend time 

on the Trends Business Club on a daily basis, and one in three people would be willing to 

spend time on this concept once or twice per month.  

 

Table 19: Frequency 

Frequency Full sample Interested people 

Never 34 (11,9%) 0 (0%) 

4 Times per year 180 (63,2%) 93 (62,4%) 

1 or 2 times per month 60 (21,1%) 49 (32,9%) 

Weekly 4 (1,4%) 4 (2,7%) 

Daily 2 (0,7%) 2 (1,4%) 

 

Table 20 then shows how frequently people are willing to participate in activities over the 

different samples. When comparing this, we can see that there are no major differences 

between the samples. With regard to the Vlerick Alumni sample, there is a higher percentage 

in the ‘4 times per year’ category, whilst the convenience sample has a higher percentage in 

the ‘1 or 2 times per month’ category.  

 

Table 20: Frequency over samples 

Frequency Full sample Trends sample Vlerick Alumni 

sample 

Convenience 

sample 

Never 34 (11,9%) 15 (13,9%) 5 (6,8%) 14 (13,6%) 

4 Times per year 180 (63,2%) 69 (63,9%) 54 (73%) 57 (55,3%) 
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1 or 2 times per 

month 

60 (21,1%) 19 (17,6%) 13 (17,6%) 28 (27,2%) 

Weekly 4 (1,4%) 2 (1,9%) 1 (1,4%) 1 (1%) 

Daily 2 (0,7%) 1 (0,9%) 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 

 

4.2.6. Topics 

 

To find out which educational topics the respondents are most interested in, several topics 

were listed in the survey. Due to reasons of brevity we could not provide more detailed topics. 

The respondents were asked to select the topics that seem most interesting to them. They 

could select as many topics as they wanted.  

 

Figure 10 represents an overview of these topics and in which ones the respondents are most 

interested. Management, finance and digital transformation are the three topics that were most 

liked for the full sample. If we look at some differences between the samples, it is clear that 

the Vlerick Alumni sample is more interested in management than the convenience and 

Trends sample. Furthermore, the Trends sample is most interested in finance. Lastly, HRM, 

project management and sales are the least favoured topics. 

 
Figure 10: Topics 

 
 

4.2.7. Division 

 

To find out whether or not certain divisions within the Trends Business Club are needed, 

several questions related to exclusivity and inclusivity were asked on a seven-point Likert 

scale (1 = totally disagree, 7 = totally agree and 4 = neither agree nor disagree).  
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A cluster analysis was performed based on these six questions (cf. Appendix 8). Four clusters 

were formed based on this analysis: “Equals”, “Positives”, “Inclusives” and “Exclusives”. 

Regarding the “Equals”, it is important for them that everyone in the Trends Business Club 

has a similar profile. The “Positives” are very interested in the Trends Business Club and 

therefore do not mind if it is exclusive or inclusive. Furthermore, the “Inclusives” are very willing 

to help others, want to learn from others and therefore believe that the community should be 

accessible across all generations and professions. Lastly, the “Exclusives” want a more 

exclusive community and are less willing to help others or to receive help from others. 

 

Table 21 shows the attitude towards the Trends Business Club of each cluster. It is clear that 

the “Positives” and “Inclusives” are most interested in the community. The “Exclusives” have 

the lowest interest and NPS which indicates that people who prefer an exclusive community 

are less interested in general. Furthermore, this table shows us that an inclusive community 

is the preferred option. Therefore, it is not advisable to create divisions as this would lead to 

more exclusivity. 
 

Table 21: Division clusters attitude 

Cluster Interested in TBC NPS I know somebody that 

would be interested 

Equals 4,02 4,05 4,16 

Positives 4,65 4,59 4,96 

Inclusives 4,33 4,19 4,86 

Exclusives 3,90 3,88 4,52 

 

4.2.8. Business club member 

 

In the survey, respondents were also asked if they are or have been a member of a business 

club. Table 22 shows that more than half of the Vlerick Alumni sample has been or is a member 

of a business club, whilst less than 10% of the convenience sample indicates that they have 

been or are a part of a business club. Regarding the Trends sample, also the vast majority of 

the respondents has never been a member of such a club.  

 

An important side note has to be made with respect to this question. In the email that was sent 

out to the Trends sample and the Vlerick Alumni sample, we already mentioned that we were 

doing research for a possible business community. Therefore, it is possible that people who 

already are or have been a member of such a club were more triggered to fill in the survey, 

which thus could have created bias. However, since we did not see a significant difference in 

the results between people that are/have been a member and those who are not/have not, we 

did not omit these respondents. 
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Table 22: Business club member 

BC Member Full sample Trends sample Vlerick Alumni 

sample 

Convenience 

sample 

Yes 79 (27,7%) 30 (27,8%) 39 (52,7%) 10 (9,7%) 

No 206 (72,3%) 78 (72,2%) 35 (47,3%) 93 90,3%) 

 

4.2.9. Buyer Persona 

 

Another objective is to create buyer personas, which also requires certain analyses. First, we 

made clusters based on human judgement (i.e., subscribed versus not subscribed and -45 or 

+45 years old). From the output, only two clusters were kept. This is because we considered 

it less relevant to include people above the age of 45 who are not subscribed to Trends. 

Moreover, the number of younger people who are subscribed to Trends is fairly limited. 

Consequently, the two clusters that were used for the buyer personas are the ones that best 

fit with our current and new target audience. 

 

We did profiling on both clusters to describe the person and to identify the most important 

activities for that cluster. To generate more information to describe the cluster, we used the 

following variables: gender, degree, sector, function and company size. To identify the needs, 

we used the MaxDiff activities. Lastly, we also wanted to discover if different communication 

strategies are needed by using the following variables for profiling: channels, MaxDiff 

activities, attitude towards Trends Business Club and brand association.  

 

Table 23 shows the socio-demographics of each cluster. It is clear that the younger cluster 

which is not subscribed to Trends includes more women than the other cluster (i.e., older, 

subscribed to Trends). Furthermore, both clusters are highly educated, with a majority that 

has a master after master’s degree in the Trends subscriber cluster and an academic master’s 

degree in the cluster which is not subscribed to Trends. 

 

Table 23: Buyer persona: SD 

Cluster N Gender Degree  Sector Function Company 

size 

“Older” Trends 

subscriber 

74 64 men 

(87%) 

Master 

after 

Master 

(35%) 

Industry 

(15%) 

Director 

(15%) 

+1000 (26%) 

“Younger” non 

Trends 

subscriber 

119 72 men 

(60,5%) 

Academic 

Master 

(36%) 

Financial 

sector 

(10%) 

Servant 

(36%) 

+1000 (20% 
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Table 24 shows the top 5 events for each cluster. It is noticeable that the top 5 of the two 

clusters differ, which means that the offer of the Trends Business Club should be varied 

enough and that the communication might need to differ as well. 
 

Table 24: Buyer persona: Activities top 5 

Event “Older” Trends 

member 

“Younger” non Trends 

member 

1 Webinars Company visits 

2 Keynote speakers Keynote speakers 

3 Company visits Networking events with 

walking dinner 

4 Educational online 

videos 

Success and fail stories 

5 E-books and 

whitepapers 

Networking events with 

gala dinner 

 

Lastly, table 25 shows if there is a need for a different communication strategy. First of all, it 

appears that LinkedIn is the most important social media channel for cluster 1, whereas 

Facebook is most important for cluster 2. This will be taken into account when defining the 

POE model (cf. section 7). Furthermore, both clusters would recommend the Trends Business 

Club to people within their own network. Next, cluster 2 scores significantly higher on the 

question asking if they know someone that would be interested in such a concept, which 

implies that a referral system could be an important factor for this cluster. Lastly, the brand 

association of cluster 2 is much worse on all seven levels compared to cluster 1, especially 

regarding the brand value “modern”. This indicates that it will be necessary to put emphasis 

on these brand values during the communication campaign for the younger target audience. 

 

Table 25: Buyer persona: Communication strategy 

Cluster N Channel NPS (7-

point Likert 

scale) 

know someone that 

would be interested 

(7-point Likert scale) 

Modern (5-point 

scale) 

“Older” Trends 

member (1) 

74 LinkedIn 

(72%) 

4,54 4,34 4,00 

“Younger” non 

Trends 

member (2) 

119 Facebook 

(95%) 

4,16 5,02 3,15 

 

Based on the results in table 23, 24 and 25 the buyer persona will be created (cf. Section 6).  
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4.2.10. Van Westendorp 

 

A last important objective of this research is to generate a first indication of the willingness to 

pay. This was done by performing a Van Westendorp analysis, where people were asked 

which price they perceived as too cheap, cheap, expensive and too expensive. We asked this 

for both a yearly membership to the Trends Business Club and a yearly membership to the 

Trends Business Club, including the magazine. 

 

Figure 11 shows the price sensitivity meter for the full sample (membership to the Trends 

Business Club only). The most important insights are the point where “too cheap” and 

“expensive” cross each other and the point where “cheap” and “too expensive” cross each 

other. The range between these two points is called the acceptable price range. In this specific 

case the acceptable price range is between €100 and €200. This is also closely related to the 

actual price of a yearly subscription to Trends magazine. The same analysis was performed 

for the three samples individually. The acceptable price range for the Trends sample is 

between €100 and €200, for the Vlerick Alumni sample between €110 and €210 and lastly, for 

the convenience sample between €90 and €160. 

 

In addition, the point where “too expensive” and “too cheap” cross is called the optimal price 

point, and the point where “expensive” and “cheap” cross the indifference price point. 

 
Figure 11: Van Westendorp full sample 

 
 

The price-demand curve below shows which price would generate the most revenue based 

on the Van Westendorp analysis. For the full sample the price point that would maximize the 

revenue equals €290. The same was done for the three samples individually. The most 

revenue would be generated at a price point of €270 for the Trends sample, €300 for the 

Vlerick Alumni sample and €150 for the convenience sample.  
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Figure 12: Price demand curve full sample 

 
 

When evaluating both graphs we could conclude that an optimal price for the Trends Business 

Club would lay around the price of a yearly subscription fee of Trends. This is a good indication 

as in the beginning phase, the Trends Business Club will be included in a subscription to the 

magazine. 

 

An important side note has to be made regarding the second Van Westendorp analysis we 

performed, concerning a subscription to the Trends Business Club including the magazine. 

This analysis will not be further explained, as the results are closely related to the first Van 

Westendorp analysis and many respondents may have had no clue what the value of the 

magazine is, since there is a low brand awareness among certain age groups. The analysis 

can be found in the document containing the SPSS output. 

 

5. Strategy 

 

5.1. Strategic model 

 

5.1.1. Risks & benefits 

 

When developing a new business approach, evidently there are certain risks and benefits 

associated with this. Therefore, we have identified the main risks and benefits of this project. 

When further defining the strategy, these should be kept in mind.  

 

With regard to risks, we have listed the six main risks along with their probability, impact and 

how they could be mitigated.  
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Table 26: Main risks 

Main risk Probability Impact Mitigation/recommendation 

Community attracts little members Low Medium Communication (marketing & 

editorial), community 

manager, gamification, 

incentives 

Community has a low engagement 

rate 

Medium Medium Community manager, 

gamification, incentives 

Unable to provide enough relevant 

content that fits the needs and 

wants of all members (broad 

audience) 

Medium Medium Sustainable partnerships, 

incentives for posting own 

content (members), etc. 

Business community is not 

profitable enough 

Medium High Forecast, good revenue 

model, upsell opportunities 

Trends Business Community is not 

differentiated enough from other 

similar initiatives 

Low High Unique and relevant content, 

differentiated USP (focus on 

sustainable 

entrepreneurship), marketing 

strategy 

Community mainly attracts people 

from current target group (i.e., 

men, 45-64 years old)  

Low Medium Marketing & communication 

strategy 

 

The benefits have been divided into qualitative and quantitative benefits. The Trends 

Business Club has multiple qualitative benefits, such as:  

1. It allows to create a stronger Trends brand, with a purpose beyond profit 

(futureproof).  

2. It provides an opportunity to reach a broader, younger audience. 

3. A community strengthens the bond between customers and a brand. Consequently, 

they become ambassadors of your brand. In addition, this will also lead to a higher 

engagement level.  

4. Such a community offers many possibilities to gather business-related data, which 

can also be used to adopt a more personalised approach. 

5. Content creation will become a two-way process, between Trends and its members. 

6. This project also provides an opportunity for RMG to test a Trends platform and, if 

successful, copy the platform to other RMG brands and communities. 

 

The main quantitative benefits imputable on the community are the following: 

1. Reduce average churn rate  

2. Acquisition of new subscribers/members 

3. New initiatives within the Trends Business Club with separate payment by members 
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This will be explained in greater detail in the next section (cf. monetisation). 

 

5.1.2. Monetisation  

 

In order to get an idea of how the community could make money, we made a forecast based 

on estimations. Furthermore, we also identified two types of monetisation. In a first launch 

phase, subscribers of Trends magazine will automatically also become a member of the 

Trends Business Club. After a couple of years (i.e., Year 3 in the forecast), there will also be 

a possibility to buy a membership to the Trends Business Club without having to be subscribed 

to Trends magazine. 

 

The forecast below shows three different situations: bad, realistic and good. In the first two 

years, the main revenue will come from the reduced churn rate and the new members. As 

mentioned before, in year three there will also be the possibility to buy a membership to the 

community without being a subscriber to the magazine.   

 
Table 27: Revenue forecast 

  Y1 Y2 Y3 Total 

Reduce churn 

(#people) 

Bad 130 124,74 119,62 374,36 

 Realistic    390  358,02 330,92 1078,94 

 Good 520 482,04 449,454096 1451,49 

Reduce churn Bad 29.900 28.689,05 27.513,52 86.102,57 

 Realistic 89.700 82.344,6 76.111,11 248.156 

 Good 119.600 110.869 103.374,44 333.844 

New subscribers Bad 60.000 54.000 48.600 162.600 

 Realistic 75.000 75.000 75.000 225.000 

 Good 90.000 94.500 99.225 283.725 

New initiatives Bad 50.000 45.000 40.500 135.500 

 Realistic 50.000 50.000 50.000 150.000 

 Good 50.000 55.000 60.500 165.500 

New members Bad / / 30.000 30.000 

 Realistic / / 60.000 60.000 
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 Good / / 90.000 90.000 

Sponsors Bad 184.000 230.000 287.500 701.500 

 Realistic 211.600 264.500 330.625 806.725 

 Good 230.000 287.500 359.375 876.875 

Total Bad 323.900 357.689 404.113,52 1.085.703 

 Realistic 426.300 471.845 531.736,11 1.429.881 

 Good 489.600 547.869 622.474,44 1.659.944 

 

The first objective of the Trends Business Club is to reduce the churn, which will result in more 

revenue as those people will still be subscribed to Trends Magazine. For the realistic scenario 

390 people will not quit their subscription, which equals a decrease of 15% of the current 20% 

churn rate. For the bad scenario this is 5% and for the good scenario 20%. Furthermore, for 

year 2 and 3 this churn rate will be recalculated, taking into account the number of new 

members. We multiplied the number of people that did not churn with 230 (i.e., average price 

of an annual subscription to Trends magazine), which again results in an increased revenue. 

Evidently, another revenue stream will come from new subscribers. In the realistic scenario, 

the assumption is that 500 new subscribers will pay a yearly fee of €150. In the bad scenario 

this is €400, with a decrease of 10% per year. Lastly, in the good scenario the yearly fee is 

€600 with an increase of 5% per year. 

 

In addition, new initiatives will also lead to extra revenue. Regarding the realistic scenario, it 

is estimated that this will generate €50.000 per year. In the bad scenario, this will also be 

€50.000 in year 1, but with a decrease of 10% in year 2 and 3. In the good situation, year 1 

also generates €50.000 with an increase of 10% each year.  

 

In year 3, a new revenue stream will be introduced, namely the possibility to buy a membership 

to the Trends Business Club without having a subscription to Trends magazine. A rough 

estimation, based on the quantitative research, has set the package price at €200. In the bad 

situation only 150 people will buy this package, whereas in the realistic and good situation this 

is 300 and 450 people, respectively. 

 

Lastly, another revenue stream comes from the sponsors of the different initiatives. We 

estimated that, on average, there will be one sponsor per small event (40 in total), who pay 

approximately €2.000. For the bigger events (10 in total) we estimate that, on average, there 

will be three sponsors that each pay €5.000. These numbers are estimations and also 

impacted by the number of new subscribers, which is why they differ for the three different 

situations. In year 2 this revenue stream increases with 25% in all three situations, same for 

year 3. 

 

In sum, the total revenue for the first three years is roughly estimated to be somewhere 

between €1.100.000 and €1.700.000. 
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To find out if this will result in profit or loss, the different costs that will be made must be taken 

into account. Table 28 tries to picture these costs. The numbers of the costs are estimated 

based on historical data from Trends. 

  
Table 28: Costs forecast 

  Y1 Y2 Y3 Total 

Customer 

acquisition cost 

Bad 42.960 38.664 34.798 116.422 

 Realistic 53.700 53.700 53.700 161.100 

 Good 64.440 67.662 71.045 203.147 

Boondoggle 

production costs 

(one time) 

Bad 26.360   26.360 

 Realistic 26.360   26.360 

 Good 26.360   26.360 

Boondoggle 

recurring costs 

per campaign 

Bad 14.340 28.680 28.680 71.700 

 Realistic 14.340 28.680 28.680 71.700 

 Good 14.340 28.680 28.680 71.700 

Dentsu Aegis Bad 20.750 20.750 20.750 62.250 

 Realistic 20.750 20.750 20.750 62.250 

 Good 20.750 20.750 20.750 62.250 

Trends Talk extra 

costs 

Bad 293.415 293.415 293.415 880.245 

 Realistic 293.415 293.415 293.415 880.245 

 Good 293.415 293.415 293.415 880.245 

Platform Bad  80.000 40.000 120.000 

 Realistic  80.000 40.000 120.000 

 Good  80.000 40.000 120.000 
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Total Bad 397.825 461.509 417.643 1.276.977 

 Realistic 408.565 476.545 436.545 1.321.655 

 Good 419.305 490.507 453.890 1.363.702 

 

The first important cost is the customer acquisition cost, which is calculated on the basis of 

historical data of Trends (Internal data). The customer acquisition cost per customer equals 

€107,4. This number is then multiplied with the amount of new subscribers. This is also done 

for each situation, which explains why there is a difference between the three situations. 

  

The second major cost is the marketing agency Boondoggle. Firstly, there is the one-time 

concept and creation cost, which equals €26.360. Secondly, there is also the recurring 

production cost per campaign which equals €14.340. Thirdly, we have the cost for Dentsu 

Aegis (media buying company). This fee equals €20.750 per year and is based on the 

percentage the media buying company receives on the media that will be deployed for the 

promotion of the Trends Business Club.   

 

Furthermore, we must also take into account the extra costs related to the organisation of 

Trends Talk, which equals around €293.415 per year. Lastly, the costs to build a platform are 

presented. These are not included in the first year as the platform will only be implemented in 

the second year. This cost is calculated on the basis of the insights we obtained by contacting 

multiple digital agencies (cf. section 10). 

 

Table 29 shows the profit or loss for the three different situations. The realistic scenario shows 

that after three years there would be a profit margin of 7,6%. 

 

Table 29: Profit/loss 

  Y1 Y2 Y3 Total 

Profit/loss Bad -73.925 -103.820 -13.529 -191.274 

 Realistic 17.735 -4.700 95.191 108.226 

 Good 70.295 57.362 168.584 296.242 

Profit/loss 

margin (%) 

Bad -22,8% -29,0% -3,3% -17,6% 

 Realistic 4,2% -1,0% 17,9% 7,6% 

 Good 14,4% 10,5% 27,1% 17,8% 
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5.1.3. Porter’s Five Forces 

 

We used the Porter’s Five Forces framework to better understand the competitive environment 

as well as the potential profitability of this project. This framework identifies five forces that 

determine your competitive power in a business environment: supplier power, buyer power, 

competitive rivalry, threat of substitution and threat of new entry (Grundy, 2006). However, it 

is advised to be cautious since this framework is a static model that does not include consistent 

changes in the competitive environment (Karagiannopoulos et al., 2005). The table below 

provides an overview of the five elements. 

 

Table 30: Porter’s Five Forces 

Supplier power 
Given the experience and brand awareness Trends already has, its 

position as a supplier is quite strong. In general, the fewer substitute 

suppliers there are, the more power you have as a supplier. However, 

with regard to business clubs and communities there is a considerably 

high concentration which means that the power of Trends will be 

lower. In addition, given the target audience and the fact that the 

service offered is more high-end, we might also state that the buyer 

will be less price sensitive. 

Buyer power 
Trends will sell the subscriptions directly to the end-consumer, meaning 

that the buyer will have limited power over the price. However, if the 

content and activities offered are not differentiated enough from 

competitors, the focus will be more on the price. Hence, consumers will 

have more influence on the price of the membership. Another important 

element is the information availability. The consumer needs enough 

relevant information in order to make a good cost-benefit trade-off. The 

existence of a platform could help here, especially regarding online 

searches. Moreover, building a platform can also lead to direct network 

effects, as the number and participation of members has an impact on 

the value of the network to others. 

Competitive 

rivalry Both nationally and internationally, the number of competitors in this 

industry is quite high (cf. competitor analysis). In order to sustain its 

position, Trends needs a differentiated offering. A clearly defined unique 

selling proposition will help here. In addition, an advantage for Trends 

is that they already have an existing customer base that is loyal to the 

brand.  
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Threat of 

substitution Substitution refers to a product or service that fulfils a similar need, but 

in an alternative manner. The threat of substitution can be regarded as 

low, since most companies offering a similar service are also focussing 

on community building to get members to connect. Again, the more 

differentiated the service is and the stronger the unique value 

proposition, the more difficult it is to find a substitute for this service and 

for customers to switch. 

Threat of new 

entry In general, the entry barrier in this industry is high while the exit barrier 

is rather low. If the purpose of Trends is to offer a member package 

which is equal to the Trends package (with decades of magazine 

content, printed magazine, access to a database and tools similar to 

TBI, the broad reach of Kanaal Z, its digital channels, etc.), the entry 

barrier in this industry is high. However, one must take into account that 

the entry level is rather low if the purpose is to build a basic community 

from scratch and to build the other elements (e.g., content, video, 

networking, events, education, etc.) step by step (e.g., Bloovi).  

In addition, since the exit barrier is also low, a good loyalty system must 

be put into place.  

In conclusion, based on this framework there are several important elements that we should 

keep in mind when further defining the strategy for the Trends Business Club. First of all, 

differentiation is of utmost importance in order to attract new customers and retain old ones. 

Moreover, a relevant unique value proposition is necessary. This will also have an influence 

on the membership price. Secondly, a community platform will help to strengthen network 

effects. Thirdly, Trends already has a broad reach and loyal customer base, which can be 

made use of for the business community. Lastly, a loyalty program will help to retain members.  

 

5.1.4. SWOT analysis 

 

In order to have a better understanding of the project’s strategic possibilities and its 

complexity, we made a SWOT analysis. This means that we attempted to identify the most 

important strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats related to such a business 

community. 
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Table 31: SWOT analysis 

Strengths ● One of the biggest players in Belgium (in this field) 

● Wide reach (e.g., subscriptions, Kanaal Z, etc.) 

● Existing communities (e.g., Beleggerscompetitie, MvhJ, etc.) 

● Experience and know-how to get people to connect 

● Content is substantiated (e.g., journalism, studies, analyses, etc.) 

Weaknesses ● Resource limitations (especially with regard to the platform) 

● Majority of subscribers is male and between 45 and 64 years old 

● Digitally less developed than newspaper competitors and starting 

communities. This is mainly due to the original magazine format, 

where readers used to take the time to read the magazine in a 

relaxing manner, whereas nowadays people seem to prefer short, 

snackable and online content (internal insights). 

● The synergies between the different departments involved (i.e., 

magazine, web, social, television) are currently not fully optimised 

at RMG  

Opportunities ● Unlimited access to press/media coverage (within RMG) 

● Reach a younger, more feminine audience 

● Trends is seen as a high-end brand and therefore also stands for a 

qualitative member base and content  

● Capitalise on the existing communities already addressed by the 

live events (e.g., Trends Manager van het Jaar, Trends Gazellen, 

etc.) 

Threats ● Emerging competitors: more and more businesses want to create 

a community around its brand (e.g., Bloovi) 

● Low brand awareness among younger audience 

● Certain negative brand associations (based on qualitative and 

quantitative research) 

 

5.1.5. Business Model Canvas 

 

The Business Model Canvas is a well-known tool used to draw up a business plan. It consists 

of nine building blocks related to all important aspects of a business. Furthermore, it also helps 

to think more thoroughly about your business, both financially and strategically (Partena, 

2021). The image below discusses the nine elements with regard to the Trends Business Club.  
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Figure 13: Business model canvas 

 

An important remark has to be made regarding the different departments within RMG, such 

as the sales teams, brand extensions teams, Trends and Kanaal Z editorial staff, IT 

development, digital staff, etc. In order to make a success out of the Trends Business Club, 

an intense collaboration between these departments will be necessary. 

 

5.1.6. Differentiation 

 

An important element of our strategy is differentiation. Kurt Verweire (2014) has stated that 

strategy is strongly related to the business choices you make. With regard to this, the 

competitive arena and competitive theme are important factors. To identify the competitive 

arena, we have to further define the target audience, based on segmentation. In order to do 

so, we have identified multiple buyer personas (cf. Marketing strategy, section 6). 

 

Furthermore, the competitive theme for the Trends Business Club is customer intimacy. This 

means that the brand needs to adopt a customer-centric approach, as they are considered 

the crown jewels of your business. In doing so, customer intimacy will also become the 

competitive advantage of the Trends Business Club. Moreover, customers will also be more 

loyal to the Trends brand.  In order to do so, it is important to offer customisable services that 

will meet the customers’ needs. Hence, data collection is required to gather more information 

about the customers’ needs and wants. Exploring the possibilities of educational partnerships 

is relevant in this regard, as it enables Trends to offer a broader, more qualitative service and 

content to its members.  

 

To further define the key differentiating elements of the Trends Business Club, we have made 

use of perceptual mapping. We identified multiple possible value drivers: exclusive versus 

inclusive, traditional versus game changing, non-educational versus educational and non-

inspirational versus inspirational. Thereafter, we placed the most important Belgian 

competitors as well as the Trends Business Club on two perceptual maps. Since this could 
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not be based on data and is thus rather subjective, we also asked two people from Trends to 

do the same exercise. In order to do so, we made use of the online visual collaboration tool 

Miro. The results of our perceptual mapping exercise can be found on the two visuals below. 

The perceptual maps of Michael Nevejan (brand manager Trends) and Wim Verhoeven 

(editor-in-chief Trends) can be found in Appendix 9.  

 
Figure 14: Perceptual map 1 

 
 

Figure 15: Perceptual map 2 
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To further clarify how we performed this exercise, we will provide some additional information 

regarding the elements we took into account per value driver: 

● Exclusive: only intrapreneurs/entrepreneurs, maximum age, minimum budget, only 

men/women, only specific type of businesses (e.g., start-ups) 

● Inclusive: no exclusion 

● Traditional: focussing exclusively on business topics such as finance, management, 

etc. 

● Game changing: focus on purpose beyond profit/focus on sustainability or other 

relevant topics 

● Non-educational: no educational courses, content, etc. present  

● Educational: main focus is providing education 

● Non-inspirational: Limited inspiration, less focus on connection and limited to none own 

inspiring content production 

● Inspirational: focus on providing inspiration, focus on connection & own inspiring 

content production 

 

When looking at the different perceptual maps (of the three people who performed this 

exercise), we can see that there are multiple differences, but that the Trends Business Club 

is almost always placed in the same area. Therefore, we could state that the Trends Business 

Club can focus on the following values: game changing, inclusive, inspirational and 

educational. This is also partly supported by our market research insights (cf. section 5), as 

the results show that inspiring and educational activities are most popular and that people who 

are most interested in such a concept prefer an inclusive community.  

 

5.2. Conceptualisation 

 

5.2.1. The purpose of the Trends Business Club 

 

In order to define the purpose of the Trends Business Club, we made use of the golden circle 

model by Simon Sinek. This is a simple yet powerful tool that maps with what, how and why 

an organisation differentiates itself from others. The emphasis is on the WHY: “In business it 

doesn’t matter what you do, it matters why you do it.” (Simon Sinek, 2009, p. 39). 

 

The WHY refers to the brand purpose. Trends wants to inspire the “change masters” of 

tomorrow to push their boundaries and to create sustainable growth. The Trends Business 

Club has the same purpose and also aims to connect these change masters with each other. 

 

The HOW stands for the mission statement. The Trends Business Club is an online and offline 

place where entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs and business professionals can connect, inspire 

each other and educate themselves. 
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Lastly, the WHAT is the vision statement. The Trends Business Club provides its business 

community with events and networking activities, educational courses, exclusive member 

benefits and inspiring content.  

 

5.2.2. Brand values 

 

Based on our market research and strategic exercises, we identified four brand values. 

 

1. Inclusive 

The Trends Business Club is an inclusive community that welcomes all Flemish 

professionals. No one is denied access, which leads to a rich and interesting variation 

of professional profiles.  

 

2. Game changing 

The Trends Business Club looks beyond the status quo and generally accepted ideas. 

This community is for those who dare to innovate, the game changers. In addition, we 

motivate them to push their boundaries and to create sustainable economic growth, 

together. 

 

3. Inspirational 

Trends stands for inspiration. Through our own expertise and know-how we create 

highly inspirational content and we get people to connect. 

 

4. Educational 

The Trends Business Club wants to motivate people to engage in lifelong learning, by 

partnering up with high-quality educational institutions. In doing so, our members are 

better prepared for future challenges.  
 

5.2.3. Brand pillars 

 

As mentioned before, we have identified four brand pillars for the Trends Business Club: 

education, inspiration, connection and benefits.  

 

1. Education 

“Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty. Anyone who keeps 

learning stays young” (Henry Ford). Inspired by this quote, we want to provide our 

members with relevant, inspiring, professional content, courses, videos, etc. In order 

to do so, partnerships are key. 

 

2. Inspiration 

Inspiration comes from a wide variety of sources. We want to offer our members 

exclusive, top-notch, and above all, relatable inspiration provided by top speakers and 

businesses.  
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3. Connection 

Our entire club is built around connection and networking. We want to connect like-

minded people in a spontaneous setting, focussing on business aspects. 

 

4. Benefits 

In order to thank our members, we want to offer them exclusive benefits, both in a 

professional and personal context. 

 

5.2.4. Trends Business Club: concept 

 

The Trends Business Club is a business community founded by the brand Trends. It is an 

inclusive community for all Flemish professionals. In a later phase, Walloon professionals will 

have the opportunity to join as well. In order to become a member, it is required to buy a 

subscription to the Trends magazine. In the future, it could be possible to add different 

packages (according to price and benefits), with a freemium model as well. Furthermore, the 

Trends Business Club exists both online and offline. For the online part, a platform will be 

developed with many opportunities (cf. section 9). 

 

The main aim of the Trends Business Club is to inspire people. In doing so, Trends wants to 

motivate the change masters of tomorrow to inspire each other, to push their boundaries and 

to build sustainable growth together. To inspire its members, multiple perspectives have been 

chosen. 

1. Trends Talk 

Every week (on Thursdays) Trends invites a leading figure from the (Flemish) business 

scene to come and talk about certain topics. These can be relevant topics (e.g., “Bart 

Verhaeghe about the listing of Club Brugge”), but also topics such as “What can you 

learn from a start-up?”, “This is how I made it abroad”, “Learn how to say no to your 

boss”, etc. This talk is recorded and afterwards broadcasted on Kanaal Z. A limited 

number of Trends Business Club members will have the opportunity to attend this talk 

(for free), along with the possibility to network afterwards with a drink and a bite. 

Furthermore, the talk will also be broadcasted online live, so that the other members 

can follow along. The attendees will also get the opportunity to ask questions to the 

guest after the talk (45 minutes). This Q&A will not be broadcasted on Kanaal Z and is 

exclusively for Trends Business Club members. 

 

This initiative is also perfect for cross-media content creation. For instance, beforehand 

a short survey can be spread (via mail and through the platform) to start the dialogue. 

Certain parts of this survey can also be discussed during the live talk. In addition, 

journalists can also write articles about it for the magazine. In this cross-media 

package, it is also possible to rewatch the Trends Talks afterwards on the Trends 

website as well as to listen to them as podcasts. 

 

2. 10 big events per year 

The Trends Business Club will also include ten yearly, more exclusive events. 

Examples are currently existing initiatives such as the Trends Manager van het Jaar, 

Trends Gazellen, Trends Restart, Trends Summer University, Trends Winter 
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University, etc. These events are paid and less accessible. 

  

3. Company visits 

Next to the events, Trends will also organise a monthly company visit for members as 

this was highly popular in our quantitative research. 

 

4. Education 

Because lifelong learning has become so important, Trends wants to offer its members 

qualitative, educational content. This will be done through partnerships with UHasselt, 

Vlerick, AMS and BAM. In the future, this list could be expanded. In addition to 

providing short courses, the offering of whitepapers and useful tools are also possible. 

 

5. Connection 

Since the Trends Business Club is a business community, it is also important to provide 

networking opportunities. Our research has shown that people want to connect, in 

order to get inspired by like-minded people. Already mentioned initiatives such as 

Trends talk, MvhJ, etc., but also certain (offline) courses already provide an opportunity 

to network in real life. However, through the platform there will also be the possibility 

to connect online. This can be done, for instance, based on profiling and areas of 

interest. Moreover, in the future Trends also wants to add a mentorship programme 

(online and offline) as well as an idea exchange (online). 

 

A last important element of the Trends Business Club is offering exclusive member benefits. 

These benefits will not be a trigger or reason to become a member of the club, but they are 

nice to have and could also generate extra revenue for Trends. Through the platform members 

can get access to these benefits. Possible examples are: 

● Access to the Trends archive since 1995  

● Possibility to digitally read other Roularta magazines (such as Knack) 

● Trends Business Information: discount 

● Discount on certain offerings from universities/business schools 

● etc. 

  

5.2.5. Brand story 

 

The brand story is in Dutch and was first written by the marketing agency Boondoggle and 

later on adapted and concretised by us.  

 

Of je nu start met een droom, een idee, een talent of omdat je niet anders kan: het pad van je 

carrière kronkelt, stijgt en daalt wanneer je het niet verwacht. Op die weg vind je jezelf, je 

grenzen én een groep medestanders. Samen met hen bouw je aan een netwerk dat je 

inspireert en uitdaagt om boven jezelf uit te groeien. Dat netwerk heeft zijn motor gevonden 

in de Trends Business Community. 

 

Een plaats waar de change masters van morgen elkaar inspireren om hun grenzen te 

verleggen en te bouwen aan duurzame groei. Neem deel aan inspirerende webinars, 

stimulerende bedrijfsbezoeken en netwerkevenementen voor ondernemingen groot en klein, 
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ondernemers jong en oud, man en vrouw. Grijp je kans om te luisteren naar meesters in hun 

vak, prikkelende podcasts en elkaars succes- en faalverhalen. Zo werken jullie samen aan 

een gedeelde visie om het volgende beter te doen dan het vorige. 

 

Daag jezelf uit om steeds weer bij te leren via handige tools en kwalitatieve cursussen voorzien 

door business schools en universiteiten. Leg professionele contacten door generaties heen, 

en bouw aan persoonlijke banden met toekomst. En vooral: leer en inspireer elkaar door 

connectie en interactie. 

 

De Trends Business Community. De community die bouwt aan een ‘beter voor iedereen’.  

 

5.2.6. Name 

 

It is important to note that the name “Trends Business Club” is still a working name and will 

not be used as the actual name of the community. This is because our qualitative research 

has shown that people dislike this name, as it sounds too exclusive. In addition, the 

quantitative part supports this as it was shown that people do not want an exclusive 

community. Trends has two alternatives: “Trends Business Community” and “Trends 

Connect”.  

 

In addition, the marketing agency Boondoggle has also come up with several possibilities. The 

first options are variations with community, such as: “Trends Up Community”, “Trends Move 

Community”, “Trends Act Community”, “Trends Forward Community”, “Trends Jump 

Community”, “Trends Pivot Community”, “Trends Change Community” and “Trends Go 

Community”. Moreover, they have also created the following name options: “Trends Up 

Circle”, Trends Move Circle”, “Trends Pro Circle”, “Trends Act Hub, “Trends Forward Hub”, 

“Trends Change Alliance”, “Trends Move Alliance”, Trends Up Fellowship” and lastly “Trends 

Forward Fellowship”. 

 

A final decision regarding the name still has to be made by the company.  

 

6. Marketing strategy 

 

6.1. Target market & buyer personas 

 

In the first phase, our target market consists of Flemish professionals of all age groups. 

Although the Trends Business Club is an inclusive community and thus welcomes people from 

all industries and professions, chances are likely that most members will have a higher 

education degree (cf. market research insights section 4). After successfully launching the 

concept in Flanders, it could also be expanded to Wallonia. 
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Based on our survey data as well as internal information and our own insights, we have 

developed two buyer personas: one for the current target audience (Trends Tom) and one for 

the new target audience (Young Yasmine). The percentages refer to data generated from the 

buyer persona clusters from our quantitative market research. 

 

The first buyer persona is Trends Tom. He loves the Trends Business Club because it provides 

him courses to educate himself on digital transformation, he can connect across generations 

and therefore also has the opportunity to pass on his expertise and knowledge, he can listen 

to inspiring keynote speakers, etc. 

 

 
 

The second buyer persona is Young Yasmine. She loves the Trends Business Club because 

it focusses on game changing topics, provides her a qualitative network of Belgian 

professionals, she can attend networking events, it includes snackable content, etc. 
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6.2. Customer journey 

 

We have also mapped out the customer journey, which is a visual representation of what 

process the customer goes through in order to achieve a certain goal related to your company. 

It consists of five phases: awareness, consideration, purchase, onboarding and advocacy 

(Hubspot, 2021). In total, we have created two customer journey maps, keeping in mind that 

the online platform was already developed. In addition, in the second customer journey map 

we talk about an “experience package”, which will be further explained in section 7.  

 

The first map shows all the relevant touchpoints for Trends Tom, whereas the second shows 

the journey of Young Yasmine.  

 
Figure 16: Customer journey Trends Tom 
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Figure 17: Customer journey Young Yasmine 

 
 

 

6.3. Value proposition 

 

In order to define the value proposition of the Trends Business Club, we made use of the value 

proposition canvas. This tool consists of two sides: the customer profile (right side) and the 

value map (left side). The customer profile includes your understanding of the target audience, 

the value map indicates how you will create value for that customer (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 

2015). 
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Figure 18: Value proposition canvas 

 
Based on the information provided above, we developed the following value proposition: “To 

delight Flemish professionals who are looking for business inspiration, the Trends Business 

Club offers the opportunity to meet leading figures on a weekly basis, connect with like-minded 

people and educate yourself, to trigger the change masters of tomorrow to push their 

boundaries and create sustainable growth, that they prefer because of Trends’ experience, 

know-how and substantiated content.” 

 

6.4. Loyalty & referral programme 

 

6.4.1. Loyalty programme 

 

In order to avoid members leaving the community and quitting their subscription, a loyalty 

programme will be necessary. An important element throughout the whole loyalty programme 

is gamification. Adding gamified elements helps with engagement and to make it an 

experience for the customers. In addition, an added value would be to personalise the offers 

(although this will only be possible in a later phase, when enough professional and personal 

data is gathered). 

 

By completing certain tasks, the Trends Business Club members can earn rewards. These 

rewards are called Trends Tokens. If you have collected a specific number of tokens, you can 

unlock a certain badge or benefit. Furthermore, a progress bar will also help to keep members 

motivated and to encourage them to further collect tokens. In addition, it is also necessary to 

give the rewards immediately in order to ensure instant gratification. The following table 

consists of examples of tasks you have to complete as well as possible rewards after collecting 

enough tokens. 
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Table 32: Loyalty programme - tasks and rewards 

Tasks  Rewards 

● Purchase (e.g., educational course) 

● Completing member profile 

● Engaging on social media channels 

from Trends 

● Posting user-generated content 

● Subscribing to the Trends Business 

Club newsletter 

● Submitting a review 

● Logging in X times (per week or 

month)/being active X times (per 

week or month) on the platform 

● Becoming a member (=welcome gift) 

● Attending an event (online/offline) 

● Filling in a survey (e.g., Trends Talk 

survey) 

● Birthday 

● Professional milestones 

● Connecting with X other club 

members 

● Etc. 

● Free seat to an event 

● Discount on events 

● Discount on educational courses 

● Free company visit 

● Discount on Trends business 

Information 

● Etc.  

 

 

In addition, an extra gamified element could be to add a “spin the wheel” or scratch card. This 

contains random rewards, which enchants customers. Every 24 hours, they have the 

opportunity to win a surprise which will also lead them to the platform more frequently.  

 

Lastly, members will also be able to collect Trends badges. For instance, Trends Gazellen, 

Manager van het Jaar, events attended, game changer, etc. Other community members will 

be able to view this on the platform. 

 

6.4.2. Referral programme 

 

In our quantitative market research, people generally indicated that they know someone who 

would be interested in such a concept (cf. quantitative findings, section 4). Consequently, a 

referral programme could help to acquire new members through existing customers. Ideally, 

the referral programme is a two-sided reward system, containing an incentive for both the 

advocate and an incentive for the referred friend. Usually, the incentive for the referred friend 

is bigger, as this person still needs to be convinced to join the community. 

 

Furthermore, again gamification is an inherent element of the referral programme. Doing 

certain things linked to this programme can also earn you Trends Tokens. For instance, if you 

do three referrals, you get 10 tokens. After this, you get 5 tokens per referral. The possible 
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rewards could be similar to the ones of the loyalty programme. However, it is important to note 

that the advocate will only get the reward if the referred friend actually buys a subscription. 

Additionally, when signing up as a referral you could also have the chance to win a ticket to 

MvhJ, which is a unique opportunity.  

 

6.5. Content & social media plan 

 

For our content and social media plan, we have identified four important goals. First of all, it is 

vital to increase the brand awareness of Trends and consequently also the Trends Business 

Club. This will especially be needed for a younger target audience, as our market research 

has shown that this age group has little brand awareness of Trends. Second, we want to pull 

potential customers further through the marketing funnel to the consideration phase. Once 

people have become more familiar with the brand, we want to gain their trust to consider 

buying a subscription. Third, this content & social media plan should help to increase 

interaction and engagement on Trends’ social media channels as well as on the future 

platform. Last, we aim to increase the number of conversions (i.e., buying a subscription to 

Trends magazine and thus also Trends Business Club).  

 

Furthermore, we have performed an audit of Trends current social media channels: Facebook 

and LinkedIn (analytics from 2020). The results can be found in the table below. Moreover, we 

also advise to create an Instagram account for Trends, because this channel is important to 

reach a younger audience. 

 
Table 33: Facebook and LinkedIn analytics 

 Facebook LinkedIn 

Number of followers 27.449 5.000 

Number of likes 27.999 / 

Frequency posts 370/month (on average) 12/month (on average) 

Engagement rate 6,21% / 

Followers age & gender ● Most fans: 25-54 

● Biggest reach: 55-64 

No exact figures regarding 

age and gender, but we 

know that: 

● 33% consists of 

interns and starters 

● 39,8% senior profiles 

 

Another important element regarding the content and social media plan, is the tone of voice. 

Our tone of voice has to be a reflection of who we are as a brand and what we represent as a 

business community. Therefore, our recommendation would be to start using the “Je-vorm” 

instead of the “U-vorm”, as this better represents the “Change the Game” movement, creates 
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less relational distance and fits better with the language usage of the younger target audience. 

Moreover, it is relevant that the copy creates an extra element to the visuals and that there is 

a clear link between the two. With regard to the tone of voice, we want people to perceive the 

Trends business Club as trustworthy, game changing, inspiring, expert and inclusive. In 

addition, we want to make people feel valued, welcomed, respected, inspired and connected. 

 

Next, we have identified four content themes: change the game, Trends Thursdays, inspiration 

(magazine) and behind the scenes. This does not mean that every theme will be shown as 

frequently. When developing the content strategy, we have chosen for the following division: 

30% game changing, 30% Trends Thursdays, 30% inspiration and 10% behind the scenes. 

Furthermore, we have also come up with multiple examples per theme: 
 

Table 34: Content ideas social media 

Change the game ● Present game changers/ambassadors 

● Tips and tricks on how to make your business more 

sustainable 

● Put Trends Business Club members who are game 

changing/sustainable in the spotlights    

Trends Thursdays ● Every Thursday, we post content about Trends Talk 

● Short questions on Facebook and Instagram stories 

● Takeover by guest 

● Post about topic discussed   

Inspiration 

(magazine) 

● In line with content Trends magazine 

● Provide members inspiration that will help them in their 

professional lives  

● Could be about more “out-of-the-box” topics such as work-

life balance  

Behind the scenes ● Life behind the magazine 

● BTS during an event, Trends Talk, etc. 

● Previews 

● Content that journalists record during an interview 

 

We have also made an example of a possible content calendar for Trends (cf. Appendix 15). 

 

7. Communication strategy  

 

In 2020, Trends opted for a rebranding, guided by the marketing and communication agency 

Boondoggle. This new perspective, with an emphasis on “Change the Game” forces Trends 

to innovate itself as well. Being subscribed to a magazine has become less and less popular, 

and thus we have to make people members of a community. As a consequence, we will put 

emphasis on “becoming a member of the Change the Game community” during our 
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communication campaign. Since there is currently still a lack of proof points, the launch of the 

Trends Business Club will be communicated in two phases. 

 

In the first phase, people still have to become more aware that Trends has changed as a 

brand. You do not subscribe to a magazine anymore, but to a community experience. To 

trigger consumers to become a member, they will be offered a sample experience package. 

Possible elements of such an experience package could be: subscription to other RMG brands 

(digital), access to Trends archive, discount on Trends events, possibility to attend Trends 

Talk, webinars, discount on educational courses, tools, discount on offering Trends Business 

Information, company visits, etc. By adopting this strategy, brand awareness will increase and 

people will already get a preview of the Trends Business Club. In addition, it also eliminates 

the need to immediately invest in the development of a community platform. Thereafter, in the 

second phase, the Trends Business Club will be launched along with the online platform.  

 

Furthermore, the communication will also have two separate flows: one for the current target 

audience and one for the new target audience. This will be further explained in greater detail 

in the next section.  

 

7.1. Current target audience 

 

In this section, we will explain the communication strategy towards the existing target audience 

for both phases. 

 

During the first phase, there will be limited changes for the current target group. As they 

already have a subscription as well as a good brand awareness and brand association of 

Trends, they do not need much extra communication nor extra incentives. 

 

During the second phase, it is important to communicate that, from now on, they no longer 

have a subscription to Trends magazine, but have become a member of the Trends Business 

Club, which includes a subscription to the magazine and many other extra benefits. To support 

this message, Trends subscribers will receive a personalised member card along with their 

magazine. In addition, we have written copy for multiple examples with regard to this 

communication, such as a magazine advertisement, a blister and readers email (cf. Appendix 

10). 

 

7.2. New target audience 

 

Communicating the new purpose of Trends and consequently also the launch of the Trends 

Business Club towards a younger, more feminine audience is of utmost importance. 

Consequently, this will be the focus of the communication campaign since this will also lead 

to the acquisition of new members.  
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As mentioned before, during the first phase the emphasis will be on communicating the 

“Change the Game” community as an experience and offering a sample package as an 

incentive. This was also visualised by Boondoggle (cf. Appendix 12).  

 

During the second phase, the launch of the Trends Business Club will be communicated at a 

large scale. To do so, we will make use of ambassadors. These ambassadors are also game 

changers, such as Judith Ketelslegers, Julien Jacquet, François Van den Abeele, Katrien 

Herdewyn, etc. They will act as micro and macro influencers and are the embodiment of what 

the Trends Business Club stands for. By promoting the concept on their social channels, they 

will also help to spread the word. Moreover, it is possible to make use of affiliate marketing in 

this case. Additionally, in this phase it is also still possible to make use of the experience 

package as an incentive. Furthermore, we have also written copy for an advertisement 

regarding this communication flow and phase (cf. Appendix 11). 

 

To celebrate the launch of the Trends Business Club, there will also be a launch event during 

which all Change the Game ambassadors will be present. In a spontaneous setting, a limited 

number of newly acquired members will get the chance to listen to talks of these ambassadors, 

ask questions during a Q&A and afterwards connect with others, having a drink and a bite.  

 

The communication strategy will be further developed by Boondoggle, in order to launch the 

first phase in October 2021. 

 

7.3. POE model and media buying plan 

 

In order to provide an overview on how we will distribute our content, we made use of the POE 

model (i.e., Paid, Owned and Earned media). Since Trends has already launched quite a 

powerful communication platform under the “Change the Game” umbrella, it will be crucial for 

the Trends Business Club to surf on that wave by following its red thread in terms of look and 

feel. In addition, it will be important to be visible on the touchpoints where the target audience 

is expecting to see Trends after the instalment of Change the Game. Although the short-term 

goal is to focus on customer acquisition, it is advisable to work in a phased approach. First, 

the launch phase will aim to generate volume and new acquisition. Consequently, this phase 

will require a higher share of paid media to raise the interest for the Trends Business Club and 

to generate those initial conversions. Second, the “grow” phase will also still need a 

considerable amount of paid media, but with a stronger performance perspective. The aim is 

to use retargeting tactics (media behaviour, website behaviour and conversions-based) to find 

and incite the right audience. Last, the “engage” phase will aim to keep the Trends Business 

Club living through a series of mainly owned channels (e.g., events, webinars, courses, 

exclusive content, etc.).  

 

With regard to paid media, a plan was developed by Dentsu Aegis (cf. Appendix 13). A 

distinction was made between a channel map consisting of touchpoints for 25- to 35-year-olds 

and a channel map consisting of touchpoints for 25- to 45-year-olds. Based on both channel 

maps, they advise to focus on television, radio and print advertisements. However, with regard 

to magazine and newspaper ads they recommend shifting part of the budget to digital 

advertisements. Although this plan provides a good general overview of media buying 
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possibilities for the Trends Business Club, it fails to put a greater emphasis on digital channels, 

such as social media and Google search. Currently, Trends has a limited presence in this 

area. In order to reach a younger audience, a digital-first approach will be vital. By using social 

and Google search advertisements, it is also easier to target and reach a specific audience 

based on different variables, such as socio-demographics, interests, keywords, etc.  

 

For reasons of brevity, the owned and earned media will not be further discussed in detail but 

can be seen in the visual below. 
 

Figure 19: POE model 

 
 

8. Partner analysis 

 

8.1. Education partners 

 

With regard to the educational pillar of the Trends Business Club, partnerships are needed in 

order to provide relevant courses and content. Therefore, we wanted to find out if there are 

high-quality educational institutions that are willing to partner up with Trends for this. The 

following institutions were contacted by us: University of Hasselt, Antwerp Management 

School, Vlerick Business School and Belgian Association of Marketing (BAM). This list is non-

exhaustive and could be expanded in the future.  

 

During our in-company project, we were able to negotiate several concrete and implementable 

proposals. The table below provides an overview of what each institution will/could offer 

regarding the Trends Business Club.  
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Table 35: Educational partnerships 

University of Hasselt Concrete proposal: two tailored courses, one on AI and one 

on circular economy. Each course will contain multiple 

sessions with a cost of €1000-4000 for Trends. This means 

that the Trends Business Club could offer its members a 

price of approximately €100 per session (minimum of 25 

participants per session needed for break-even). A more in-

depth explanation of these courses can be found in the 

separate document containing all presentations. 

Vlerick Business School Concrete proposal:  

● Partnership regarding the online programmes: 

Essentials in Marketing, Essentials in Finance, 

Essentials in People skills, Essentials in Strategy and 

Essentials in Operations 

● Listed price: €599 (incl. VAT) 

● Licence fee of €420 (excl. VAT) per subscription, for 

the first 200 subscriptions that come in via the Trends 

Business Club 

● Licence fee of €350 (excl. VAT) as of 201 and up 

subscriptions that come in via the Trends Business 

Club 

 

It is important to note that the discount cannot be 

communicated towards Trends Business Club members, as 

this is an offer for RMG and not for the members. 

Consequently, Trends could offer its members an additional 

benefit if they buy a Vlerick online essentials course. 

 

To view this proposal in greater detail, consult the separate 

document 

Belgian Association of 

Marketing 

Two proposals: 

1. 15% discount for Trends Business Club Members 

regarding existing courses 

2. Free inspiring webinar about meaningful marketing 

(linked to the Institute for Meaningful Marketing) 

 

The pricing of these two proposals needs to be further 

defined in accordance with Trends and BAM. 

Antwerp Management 

School 

No concrete proposal yet, only suggestions. We have 

received a list of webinars they have organised in the past as 

inspiration (cf. separate document). 
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Lastly, an important side note has to be made with regard to the partnership with Vlerick. We 

want to stress that this partnership was requested by Trends and by no means was suggested 

to us by Vlerick itself. 

 

8.2. Benefit partners 

 

The fourth and last pillar of the Trends Business Club consists of exclusive member benefits. 

Therefore, we already negotiated with one potential partner: Trends Business Information. 

Furthermore, we agreed upon the following member benefits: 

● Trends Business Club members get a 15% discount on standard packages 

● Free credit scoring report of own company and three other companies of choice, per 

year 

● Free alert service of three companies of choice, per year 

● Free trial of 24 hours 

 

In addition, people who attend Trends Business Information lunches (event), will be invited to 

become a member of the Trends Business Club and will get a free trial month.  

 

9. Platform implementation 

 

In order to build a successful online and offline community, a member platform will be 

necessary. Consequently, IT development will be necessary. In order to have a better 

understanding of the market, we contacted several digital agencies who could potentially 

develop this platform, we made a list of business requirements and also made a first 

visualisation using the online tool Figma.  

 

9.1. Platform partners 

 

With regard to the potential platform partners, we contacted the following digital agencies: 

Marlon, Intracto, Duke & Grace, Bothrs and Lemon. In doing so, we wanted to have a better 

idea of how they tackle such projects as well as an indication of pricing and timing. The table 

below provides a brief overview of what each agency has offered us. A more in-depth overview 

of all the agencies can be found in the separate document containing all presentations. 

Furthermore, we were informed that Marlon is part of Intracto and therefore they decided to 

work together. 

 

In addition, we also contacted the RMG Innovation Lab (led by Erwin Danis), since they have 

a lot of experience and know-how regarding such projects. They provided us with relevant 

feedback and also advised us to take a look at the following companies: Payphone X, 0smosis 

and Sendbird. However, since all the necessary information regarding these companies is 

already gathered by RMG, there was no need to further investigate this within the scope of 

our project. 
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Table 36: Platform partners 

Intracto ● Intracto uses the double diamond model, focussing on four 

different stages in the UX process: discover (research), 

define (insight), develop (ideation) and design (prototype). 

● Estimation of the cost regarding the discovery and UX 

phase: around €50.000. However, they need more insight 

into Trends’ preparation and market validation to tailor the 

UX approach to what is required before implementation. 

● Estimation of the cost in order to build the platform: starting 

around €300.000. However, this is a very early estimate. The 

use of ready-made components versus custom development 

will have a big impact on this estimation. 

Duke & Grace ● Duke & Grace wishes to only provide an estimation for the 

strategy and UX phase. In order to make an estimation for 

the costs of building such a platform, this phase first needs 

to be completed. 

● Estimation of the cost regarding the strategy and UX phase: 

€9.780. This contains research and conceptual vision 

(strategy) as well as defining functionalities from concept, 

clustering functionalities and coming to a conclusion (UX). 

Bothrs ● Bothrs works in sprints. The first phase is called “discover 

and strategize” (i.e., decision dash and design sprint). The 

second phase “design and build” consists of a prototyping 

sprint, execution sprints and launch sprints. Lastly, the “learn 

and grow” phase contains a growth sprint and learn and grow 

subscription. 

● Estimation of the cost of an MVP track, containing a design 

sprint, 5 execution sprints and a launch sprint: €128.000 

Lemon ● Similar to Bothrs, Lemon adopts an agile way of working 

using sprints. They identify three different sprints: analysis, 

design and development. 

● Lemon also wishes to only provide an estimation for the 

first sprint, containing an analysis and the design of a 

clickable mock-up. The estimation for this is set at €5.250. 

 

9.2. Platform requirements 

 

In order to list the business requirements for the platform, we based ourselves on the 

competitor analysis, market research, meetings with digital agencies and information provided 

by Trends. In addition, we also prioritised each element using the MoSCoW method (i.e., Must-
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have, Should-have, Could-have, Won’t-have). The most important features that the platform 

should include are: 

● Profiling features 

● Login/registration 

● Connection and interaction 

● Up-to-date 

● Content (education, inspiration, careers and benefits) 

● Gamification 

 

The entire list of business requirements along with a more in-depth explanation can be found 

in Appendix 14.  

 

9.3. Visualisation platform 

 

In order to provide a first visual overview of what the platform could potentially look like, we 

made a clickable mock-up using the online collaborative design tool Figma. The prototype can 

be consulted by using the following link:     

https://www.figma.com/file/xjYOscngBmewePjoEm4HTz/Untitled?node-id=0%3A1 

 

In addition, the visuals are included in Appendix 16. 

 

9.4. Project Initiation Document 

 

If Trends wants to actually launch the business club including an online platform, the project 

will have to be validated by the Project Portfolio Management (PPM), a board within RMG that 

supports digital transformation and evaluates the relevance and priority of each project within 

the company. This process consists of five phases (i.e., discover, initiate, analyse, build and 

go live/close) and each phase has to be validated based on a Project Initiation Form (hereafter 

referred to as PID) in order to move on to the next one. Currently, the project is still in the 

initiate phase. However, a PID was drawn up for the PPM board of May 10, 2021. 

Unfortunately, the PID was not validated due to a lack of information with regard to the 

practicalities and pricing of the platform development. Consequently, this report will support 

the PID for the next PPM board.  

 

The entire PID can be found in the separate document containing all presentations.  

 

10. Conclusion  

 

Trends has an issue related to its current target audience and image which endangers its 

future. Namely, the fact that its current target audience mainly consists of men above the age 

of 45. Moreover, Trends has an extremely high churn rate of over 20%. In order to tackle this, 

the concept of a Trends Business Club was put forward. 

https://www.figma.com/file/xjYOscngBmewePjoEm4HTz/Untitled?node-id=0%3A1
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Therefore, the primary objective of this paper is to provide an answer to the question related 

to what a Trends Business Club should entail in order to acquire a younger, more feminine 

audience as well as to retain their current target audience (i.e., male, 45-64 years old). 

Moreover, we also examined if there is an interest in such a club, if there is a necessity to build 

or license a digital community platform and how all of this can be put into practice. 

 

10.1. Discussion and conclusion 

 

We will first discuss our secondary market research regarding competitors and online 

communities.  

 

With regard to the competitor analysis, we analysed three types of competitors. First, we 

analysed the current competitors of Trends magazine in order to have a good overview of 

what the direct competition is already doing regarding digitalisation and community building. 

Second, we looked at traditional and innovative business clubs and put these competitors on 

a perceptual map (x-axis innovative versus traditional, y-axis big versus small). The aim for 

the Trends Business Club is to launch as a smaller innovative community and to ultimately 

become the biggest innovative business community in Belgium. Last, we investigated the 

practices of multiple online communities and identified which elements should be taken into 

account for a Trends Business Club.   

 

Regarding the practice of online community building, we discovered that there are many 

benefits (individual, community and organisational benefits) related to such a community 

(Fontaine et al., 2002). Moreover, online communities can boost professional development, 

as it allows businesspeople to exchange ideas and experiences as well as to collaborate on 

business challenges (Howland et al., 2003). However, there are also multiple challenges 

regarding this practice such as the difficulties of motivating people to engage (Ardichvili, 2008) 

and the risk of the empty bar syndrome (Kuhl & Ogneva, n.d.). Luckily, there are several things 

that can solve these issues: personalised content, familiarity among members and qualitative 

C2C interactions (Gong et al., 2015), trust and positive electronic word-of-mouth 

communication (Agag & El-Masry, 2016), etc. In addition, in order to avoid the empty bar 

syndrome, Salesforce has developed an adoption guide which advises to start small and to 

build the community together with its members (Kuhl & Ogneva, n.d.). Lastly, success can be 

measured by converting data into actionable insights. In sum, we can state that, in our 

competitor analysis, there is no real benchmark that includes all the different elements a 

Trends Business Club aims to entail (e.g., education, inspiration, connection and member 

benefits).  

 

As for the methodology, we opted for a mixed method approach. First, we conducted 

qualitative market research, by using in-depth, semi-structured interviews. Our main goals 

were to find out more about: current brand awareness and association of Trends, personal 

interest in such a business community and how to fill in this business community, based on 

the four main pillars (i.e., education, inspiration, connection and benefits). We used a 

convenience sample, consisting of 10 people belonging to the new target group and 4 people 

of the current target group. Second, we also conducted quantitative market research by means 
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of a questionnaire. Here, we gathered three samples: a Trends sample, Vlerick Alumni sample 

and convenience sample. In total, 285 people filled in the survey. It is important to note that 

the convenience sample has the highest share of women and that the age group of people 

between 35 and 44 years old is underrepresented in this study.  

 

We will now discuss the most important findings from the qualitative research. First of all, we 

noticed that Trends has a limited brand awareness, especially among the younger target 

audience. The older target audience has a higher brand awareness, although only the 

magazine is well known. Second, brand association was also limited concerning the younger 

target audience and multiple interviewees had negative brand associations (e.g., old-

fashioned, not inspiring, etc.). In addition, all interviewees associated the word “business club” 

with exclusivity. Third, everyone was interested in the education pillar since lifelong learning 

has become more important. However, there were also concerns related to the differentiation 

from educational institutions. As for the topics, we received a wide range of subjects and also 

noted that it is important that the courses are short, a combination of online and offline and 

linked to real-life cases. Fourth, inspiration is the main reason why people want to connect. 

The inspiration given should be relatable, although out-of-the-box stories are also appreciated. 

Furthermore, multiple interviewees talked about the importance of a mentorship programme. 

Fifth, most people seemed to be interested in connecting with a focus on business. However, 

such events should be somewhat spontaneous as well as accessible. Sixth, the feelings were 

mixed when asked about their interest in connection with a focus on leisure. In general, the 

interviewees prefer to spend spare time with family and friends. However, younger people 

seemed to be more willing to try such activities than older people. Seventh, when offered 

member benefits financial benefits such as discounts appear to be the most important ones. 

Eighth, a combination of online and offline connecting is preferred. Ninth, the interviewees’ 

opinions about a possible division were divergent and therefore this needed further research 

in the quantitative part. Tenth, with regard to the online member profiles, the interviewees 

mostly wanted to find information that is already available on LinkedIn. This is an important 

remark that should be taken into account during the platform development. Last, in general 

our interviewees were interested in joining a Trends Business Club, mostly to network and 

receive inspiration from like-minded people.  

 

We will now discuss the most important goals and findings from the quantitative research. 

These were split up into eight objectives. The first objective was to find out how different 

groups of people perceive Trends as a brand. After thorough analysis it became clear that 

subscribers have a better brand association than non-subscribers. In addition, we also noticed 

that brand association is worse for the younger target group. Second, we wanted to find out 

which activities should be included in the community. The MaxDiff analysis showed us that 

people prefer inspirational and educational activities. Third, we analysed if there are certain 

differences between different groups. The results show that this is the case for multiple 

objectives and therefore this should be taken into account when further defining the business 

community. Fourth, we discovered that Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn are the most 

popular social media channels, which is relevant for the communication strategy. Fifth, we 

examined the respondents’ interest in such a community. In general, we saw that there is an 

interest in the community and that many respondents know somebody that would be interested 

as well. Sixth, we needed to further research if a division was needed. The results indicate 

that people with a higher interest are more in favour of an inclusive community. Seventh, based 
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on human judgement and cluster analysis two buyer personas were defined. This also 

provides us relevant information on how to differentiate between the two regarding marketing 

and communication. Last, the willingness to pay was researched and determined at a price 

range between €100 and €200 for the full sample. Across the different samples, there were 

slight differences. 

 

As an overall conclusion of both our primary and secondary market research, we may state 

that there is indeed a business opportunity to launch a project such as the Trends business 

Club. In addition, it can also be differentiated enough from other business clubs (traditional 

and innovative) and give the Trends brand a boost towards a younger, more game changing 

audience. 

 

Furthermore, a strategy was thought through. First, we identified multiple main risks that 

should be taken into account when implementing the project. Thereafter, we also listed the 

most important qualitative and quantitative benefits of the project. In order to make sure that 

the community is profitable, a forecast of the potential profit and loss was made containing 

three different situations (i.e., good, realistic and bad). Furthermore, the Porter’s Five Forces 

model showed us that differentiation is of utmost importance regarding this project. 

Additionally, a SWOT analysis was performed to identify Trends’ most important strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats with respect to this concept of a business club. To 

further define the differentiation, we identified the competitive theme and arena (Kurt Verweire, 

2014) and made two perceptual maps containing the most important value drivers. Based on 

our strategic research, we discovered that one of the main differentiators of the Trends 

Business Club is the fact that it is a very inclusive club, gathering like-minded professionals 

and readers of Trends magazine. Moreover, the Trends Business Club needs to adopt a 

customer-first approach, focussing on the following brand values: game changing, innovative, 

inspirational and educational.  

 

In addition, the concept of a Trends Business Club was further defined based on all the above-

mentioned information and insights. By using the golden circle model (Simon Sinek, 2009) the 

brand purpose, mission and vision were determined. Furthermore, the brand pillars education, 

inspiration, connection and benefits are further explained. Ultimately, we defined what a 

Trends Business Club should entail, namely: 40 Trends Talk events, 10 big more exclusive 

events, monthly company visits, educational courses and content, the possibility to connect 

with like-minded people (online and offline) and member exclusive benefits. Lastly, it should 

be noted that the name “Trends Business Club” will not be used as the official name, since 

this is related to a notion of exclusivity. 

 

Regarding the marketing strategy, we first identified the target market and two buyer personas. 

In general, the Trends Business Club will focus on Flemish professionals of all age groups. 

The two buyer personas Trends Tom (subscribed, 45-64) and Young Yasmine (not 

subscribed, 25-35) represent the current and new target group respectively. In addition, the 

customer journeys were mapped out for both buyer personas. Furthermore, our value 

proposition is the following: “To delight Flemish professionals who are looking for business 

inspiration, the Trends Business Club offers the opportunity to meet leading figures on a 

weekly basis, connect with like-minded people and educate yourself, to trigger the change 

masters of tomorrow to push their boundaries and create sustainable growth, that they prefer 
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because of Trends’ experience, know-how and substantiated content.” Next, a loyalty and 

referral programme were described, in order to incentivise consumers to stay a member as 

well as to acquire new members through existing ones. Last, we identified how we can reach 

and trigger consumers through our content and social media strategy. 

 

As for the communication campaign, we opted for the following strategy: two communication 

phases (per target audience) and two communication flows. Regarding the current target 

audience (represented by Trends Tom, easily addressable via RMG channels), in phase one 

not much extra communication is needed, whereas in phase two these people will be notified 

that they have now become a member of a business community instead of a subscriber to a 

magazine. With respect to the new target audience (represented by Young Yasmine, mainly 

addressed via external media), phase one will mainly consist of increasing brand awareness 

and triggering these consumers by offering an experience package. In phase two, the launch 

of the Trends Business Club will be communicated at a large scale by use of “Change the 

Game” ambassadors. In sum, this means that in a first phase there is no need to already 

develop a community platform as this phase is mainly aimed at increasing brand awareness 

among the new target audience. 

 

In addition, in order to give the management of RMG a more complete overview of what a 

Trends Business Club entails, we already included a first insight regarding possible 

educational partnerships with the following institutions: University of Hasselt, Antwerp 

Management School, Vlerick Business School and Belgian Association of Marketing. These 

partnerships will need further concretisation after our in-company project. Furthermore, a 

partnership concerning member benefits was already set up with Trends Business 

Information. 

 

Lastly, we looked at the necessity of implementing a community platform. In order to do so, 

we had several meetings with multiple digital agencies and we made a list with business 

requirements. In general, no concrete timing and pricing could be given yet. However, the 

price range regarding the development of such a community platform would lie somewhere 

between €80.000 and €300.000. Finally, a clickable mock-up was made using Figma in order 

to make a possible Trends Business Club platform more tangible for the people involved at 

RMG.  

 

10.2. Limitations and future recommendations 

There are several limitations to this study. In hindsight, the project scope could have been 

narrower. During our in-company project, we spent a considerable amount of time on the 

business requirements and contact with digital agencies. However, this is rather technical and 

it might have been more useful to spend this time to further elaborate on the marketing and 

communication strategy. Therefore, it is advised to further develop this in detail in collaboration 

with Boondoggle.  

Second, in our research we did not put enough emphasis on the “Change the Game” aspect. 

In addition, the educational topics were also defined quite broadly due to reasons of brevity. 
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However, it would be advisable to further investigate the interest of the target audiences 

regarding more specific topics as well as how important they find sustainability. 

Third, our dataset is rather small which might have led to several insignificant results. Since 

our samples contain a limited number of women and people around the age of 35 and 45, a 

complete analysis (i.e., more respondents of this gender and age group) could be a fruitful 

area for further research.  

Third, all our respondents are Flemish as we focussed on the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium. 

However, since results might differ across regions and products it could be relevant to perform 

the same exercise in Wallonia for Trends-Tendances as well as for Kanaal Z and Canal Z (part 

of Trends’ future strategy, cf. introduction).  

Fourth, the Project Portfolio Management did not validate our Project Initiation Document as 

it was not concrete enough yet in terms of conceptualisation and pricing. Therefore, we 

recommend doing a limited investment in a discovery phase, as this will allow to further 

concretise the business requirements, technical details and pricing. 

Fifth, the Van Westendorp analysis provided a first indication of the willingness to pay but real 

conclusions cannot be made based on this analysis. This is because the concept of a Trends 

Business Club was communicated very broadly and therefore it was more difficult for 

respondents to fully assess its value. Although it provides us with a good first understanding 

of a possible price range, it would be best to further examine this matter.  

Furthermore, we have identified multiple other future recommendations: 

• The recruitment of an experienced community manager. This will be of utmost 

importance in order to ensure a frictionless user experience and to keep track of and 

increase member engagement.  

• Launch the Trends business Club in phases. This will allow for a sustainable member 

growth and also reduces the investments that have to be made, as in the beginning a 

platform will not be necessary. 

• Experience is key. People do not want to be subscribed to a magazine anymore but 

want to be part of a community experience. 

• Do not lose sight of the activity ranking (MaxDiff), where it is clear that business related 

activities are much more important than leisure related ones such as a Trends padel 

club. This is also supported by our qualitative research. 

• Adapt the tone of voice (i.e., use of “Je” instead of “U”) so it becomes less distant and 

more modern. 

In general, this study has helped to define and concretise the concept of a Trends Business 

Club. Notwithstanding its limitations, multiple useful insights were defined as well as a go-to-

market strategy. In conclusion, it is hoped that the present paper will spark additional studies 

within the Trends brand and will lead to the creation of a Trends Business Club. 
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12. Appendices 

 

Appendix 1: Competitor analysis - Trends magazine 

 

Competitor What Remarks 

De Tijd A Belgian newspaper that mainly 
focuses on business and 
economics. 

● Partnership with Vlerick (take 
the lead) 

● Lifestyle magazine Sabato 
● De Tijd company risk review 
● Pensioencoach 
● Different packages (e.g. 

young potentials, business 
pack, …) 

● “Mijn Tijd” (feature on app to 
save articles) 

Financial 
Times 

 A British daily newspaper, focussed 
on international economic and 
political news.  

● FT Forums = a series of 
members-only communities, 
powered by the FT. They 
organise about 40 
events/year and have 
multiple forums (e.g. Future 
Forum, Women in Business 
Forum UK,  HR Forum, etc.).  

● Slogan: Learn, Connect, 

Lead 

● FT podcast (every weekday) 

 

The 
Economist 

An international weekly newspaper, 
with a focus on current affairs, 
international business, politics and 
technology.  

● Application: “top stories”, very 

user-friendly, possible to save 

articles 

● Daily podcast (every 

weekday) 

● Group subscription (team and 

enterprise, for groups of 5 or 

more people) 

● YouTube channel (post about 

2 times per week) 

Forbes An American business magazine, 
with an emphasis on business, 
investing, technology, 
entrepreneurship, leadership and 
lifestyle. 

● Multiple apps (different 

regions, but also different 

topics such as Forbes 

Woman Africa) 

● Forbes Councils: an 

invitation-only organization 

where top executives and 

entrepreneurs build 
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professional skills and gain 

connections and visibility on 

Forbes.com.  

Members are each grouped 

into a relevant council to 

ensure maximum benefit for 

the community as a whole. 

They have a separate 

platform for this. The Forbes 

Councils are only accessible 

for businesses with over $1 

million in revenues/financing 

per year. For businesses or 

nonprofit council applications, 

the minimum annual revenue 

is $500.000.   

They also have the Forbes 

Councils podcast. 

Benefits: 

1. Connections: join a 

network of peers 

2. Visibility: publish on 

Forbes.com 

3. Growth: get 

actionable advice 

● Forbes Forums (launched 

Summer 2020): organised on 

the platform Slack, divided 

into different topics/target 

audiences (e.g., 

ForbesWomen, Forbes Under 

30, etc.). You have to apply 

for this, but membership is 

free 

Le Monde French daily afternoon newspaper, 
offering analysis and opinions 

● User-friendly application 

● Videos 

● Podcasts with short 
corresponding article written 
by speaker 

● Le Monde événements - 
discounts to events in France 
+ own events 

● Live talks, you can ask 
questions in the “chat” 

● Promo codes (for different 
brands, e.g., Hello Fresh, 
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Samsung, etc.) 

La Tribune French daily financial newspaper ● User-friendly application 

● Webtv (discussion panel) 

● event: competition for start-
ups 

Les Echos French daily financial newspaper ● Podcast 
● Strategy club: Video section 

Handelsblat
t 

German Business Newspaper Orange: For students with complex 
cases explained in an easier way 
Econo=me: competition for students, 
can win prizes. Real life economic 
cases that need to be solved. 

Die Welt German national daily newspaper 
(liberal) 

Traditional magazine with podcast, 
Welt+ some articles only available 
through Welt+, access to Welt 
community 

Der Spiegel German weekly magazine, most 
impactful in all of Germany. 

Very traditional, Coaching Spiegel, 
have their own podcast. 
Spiegel +: some articles only 
available through Spiegel + 

Trend. A business magazine from Austria ● Ranking (e.g., 100 best start-
ups, 300 best employers, …) 

● Trend.shop 

 

Appendix 2: Competitor analysis - business clubs 

 

Organisation For whom What Where Price 

Voka Managers, 
people with 
more 
experience 

Approx. 7 
sessions/year, 
“business 
clubs” about 
certain topic 

Flanders & 
Brussels 

Members: 
€1200/year 
Non-members: 
€1800/year 

B19 Managers, 
Entrepreneurs 
and Business 
Leaders 

Networking Belgium, 
Luxembourg & 
Paris 

€600/year 

Rotary Business 
people and 
entrepreneurs 

Fellowship and 
service 

Worldwide €400/year 

Round Table Men younger 
than 40 

Exchanging 
knowledge and 
experience, 

5 zones in 
Belgium 

Not Available 
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networking 

Bryo Starters Networking for 
starters 

Flanders €500/year 

JCI High potential 
leaders and 
entrepreneurs 
between 18-40 

Networking, 
projects and 
learning 

Flanders Not Available 

De Warande Enterprises 
and 
entrepreneurs 

Networking, 
activities and 
events 

Brussels €675 

Business 
Angels Netwerk 
Vlaanderen 

Start-ups and 
private equities 

Exchange of 
knowledge and 
capital 

Flanders Not Available 

Artemis Women 
professionals 

“Share, learn, 
inspire”, 
networking 

Flanders Markant: €45 

UNIZO Starting 
entrepreneurs 
and Business 
leaders 

Networking, 
exchanging 
information, 
advice, 
courses and 
events 

Flanders €200 

Royal 
International 
Club Château 
Sainte-Anne 

Business 
People 

Networking Brussels Not Available 

Cercle de 
Wallonie 

Businesspeople 
in the private, 
academic or 
public sector 

Networking Wallonia Not available 

 

 

Organisation For whom What Where Price 

FoundersCard Entrepreneurs A membership Community 

that provides you access to 

a portfolio of over 500 

benefits that can be 

accessed through the 

website + signature events 

Worldwide Unknown 

Creative Creative A home for like-spirited, UK Free for 
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Entrepreneurs 

Club 

entrepreneurs creative people looking to 

access powerful support, 

network with peers and 

develop new skills. What 

you get: expert support, 

networking, online events, 

opportunities, articles & 

resources 

a limited 

time 

Startup Grind Students, 

start-ups and 

partners 

Community of start-ups, 

founders, innovators, and 

creators. We bring like-

minded yet diverse 

individuals together to 

connect, learn, teach, help, 

build, and belong. We do 

this daily through our local 

events, flagship 

conferences, start-up 

program, partnerships, and 

online media + content - 

collectively reaching over 

3.5 million individuals 

worldwide. 

Worldwide Unknown 

The Good 

Business Club 

Small 

business 

owners, start-

up founders & 

freelancers. + 

businesses 

that have a 

purpose 

beyond profit 

Alternative business 

network fostering 

collaboration, connection & 

confidence.  

UK Package

s 

1.Get 

connecte

d: 

£19.99/m

onth 

2.Reach 

further: 

£29.99/m

onth 

(promo 

on social 

media) 

GBD 

Innovation 

Club 

Start-ups, 

SMEs, 

experts, etc. 

Ecosystem that aims to 

bring together a wide range 

of stakeholders that 

contribute to the 

attractiveness of global 

business districts 

Worldwide Unknown 

https://startup.startupgrind.com/
https://startup.startupgrind.com/
https://partners.startupgrind.com/
https://medium.com/startup-grind
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Entrepreneurs

’ organization 

Entrepreneurs 

and business 

founders 

making more 

than 

$1m/year 

Helps you achieve your full 

potential in your business 

and personal life through 

life-enhancing connections, 

shared experiences and 

collaborative learning 

Worldwide Unknown 

Young 

Business Club 

Young, self-

made 

entrepreneurs 

(revenue of 

more than 

$1m/year) 

Platform that connects 

entrepreneurs. benefits: 

Forbes meeting, peer-2-

peer meetings, grand 

meeting, acquaintance 

dinner, personal business 

manager 

Worldwide 

(New 

York) 

Unknown 

The 

Entrepreneurs 

Network  

All type of 

entrepreneurs 

bridge the gap between 

entrepreneurs and 

policymakers, with the aim 

of making Britain the best 

place in the world to start 

and grow a business. 

UK free, 

member 

for 50 

pound 

per year 

adviser 

for 500 

pounds 

per year 

GenGlobal For starting 

entrepreneurs 

Connecting different 

entrepreneurs, supporting 

them 

Worldwide Free, 

events 

paid 

HoneyBook: 

Rising Tide 

Creative 

entrepreneurs 

Helps managing their 

business efficiently But also 

sharing knowledge and 

providing support, Creatives 

for creatives. 

US and 

Canada 

400$ per 

year 

Baby 

Bathwater 

Skilled 

entrepreneurs 

They organise exclusive 

trips for like-minded people, 

for which you have to apply. 

After each event there is an 

evaluation to decide who 

will get access to the 

membership community. 

Worldwide Unknown 

YPO Extraordinary 

leaders 

Global leadership 

community of extraordinary 

chief executives. You can 

Worldwide Unknown 
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either connect locally or 

globally, or both.  

● YPO Forum 

● Mentoring 

opportunities 

● Events 

YEC Young 

entrepreneurs 

● Connections: 

insights and advice 

from peers in your 

industry 

● Publishing: build 

your personal brand 

through media 

exposure 

● Coaching: revenue 

and leadership 

growth through 

expert coaching 

● Events 

● Discounts: access to 

travel and service 

partnerships 

● support: 

personalised 

concierge-level 

service 

Requirements: 

● 45 or younger 

● founder, co-founder 

● minimum of $1 

million in revenues 

or in financing 

US Unknown 

Tugboat 

Institute 

Purpose 

driven leaders 

Make long term difference 

in the world 

Obtain certification once 

member.  

 Invitation 

only 

Powderkeg Tech 

entrepreneurs 

A growing community of 

more than 10.000 tech 

entrepreneurs 

● Events 

● Videos 

● Podcast 

● Articles 

US Unknown 
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● Tech culture awards 

Small giants 

community 

Purpose 

driven leaders 

to train and develop future 

leaders in their 

organizations, connect with 

like-hearted peers, and 

learn how to run a values-

driven business. 

US Free, 

paid 

events 

Startups.be/sc

aleups.eu 

Belgian start-

ups and 

scale-ups 

The leading growth platform 

in Belgium that connects 

most promising start-ups 

and scale-ups with our 

network of deep pocket 

investors, corporate buyers, 

global partners and relevant 

stakeholders to fast track 

innovation and collaboration 

with high-tech companies. 

Belgium No 

members

hip, paid 

events 

(free for 

start-ups, 

paid for 

investors

) 

Generation 

WOW 

Flemish 

Female 

intrapreneurs 

and 

entrepreneurs 

An uplifting community for 

ambitious women with a 

spark. It focusses on 

connecting, with 4 physical 

events per year. In addition, 

Generation WOW provides 

its members inspiring 

content such as a podcast, 

weekly stories on 

Instagram, etc. 

Belgium Unknown 

Gobirdhouse Belgian start-

ups and 

scale-ups 

Birdhouse wants to support 

start-ups in their trajectory 

towards explosive growth, 

by sharing knowledge, 

expertise and providing a 

network. 

Belgium Unknown 

Netwerk 

Ondernemen 

Flemish 

entrepreneurs 

A network for 

entrepreneurs, by 

entrepreneurs. They provide 

young businesses with 

guidance in order to grow 

(inter)nationally and to 

create jobs. In addition, they 

also provide matchmaking 

Belgium Unknown 
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between experienced 

mentors and starters. 

 

Appendix 3: Competitor analysis - online communities 

 

Brand What 

Bizsugar Entrepreneurs looking for resources and content to grow 

their business, plus a community of fellow-minded 

businesspeople. BizSugar includes the Mastermind Group 

forum for discussing business, free business resources, 

self-guided courses, monthly challenges, and online 

events.  

● Event calendar 

● Tools: free business calculators, forms and tools 

(e.g., sales goal template, sales quota calculator, 

financial scorecard, etc.) 

CoWorking Days An international community of entrepreneurs who regularly 

visit coworking spaces in their cities to socialize, take part 

in activities and work together. People also use the online 

Facebook group to chat, share ideas and get to know each 

other. 

Asian Hustle Network For Asian entrepreneurs: nice ideas for podcast 

Builder Society Internet marketing forum with topics like marketing, seo, 

audio and video production… 

Online Geniuses A digital marketing community on slack 

Weekly Q&A sessions with experts 

Inspired Business Club -Online trainings and courses 

-Access to business resources 

-Live training and events 

-Keynote speakers and millionaire mentor 

-Business tips 

-Networking events 

Vlerick Alumni Community Business & professional clubs 

● Digital transformation, entrepreneurship, healthcare, 

legal, leadership, progress coins 

Social interest clubs 

● Golf club, rally club, senior club, wine club 

MeetUp -Community platform with forums, events, etc. 

-You can select the topics you are interested in 
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De Bertjes -Start-up, stand-up, scale-up and student entrepreneurs 

-Laureates selected by previous winners 

Guild Guild is a business messaging platform where 

entrepreneurs can create professional groups and 

communities.  

BAM (Belgian Association 

of Marketing) 

BAM is an open community that gathers members, 

initiatives and experts to one collective meeting point and 

unique knowledge exchange platform. It is therefore the 

place where marketeers meet and exchange info about the 

latest marketing trends. 

Trailhead (Salesforce) An online platform built by salesforce, that provides free 

educational content to users and companies. In doing so, 

people get to discover multiple Salesforce products. It 

contains many gamification elements. 

Bloovi Bloovi tells unique stories of pioneers, go-getters and game 

changers, both online and offline. Furthermore, they 

organise events to connect the entrepreneurs and decision-

makers behind these incredible stories. In doing so, they 

get energised by each other’s experiences and insights. 

Moreover, Bloovi also wants to launch a member 

community to bring entrepreneurs together. This 

community focusses on connection, expanding your 

professional network and inspiration. 

 

Appendix 4: Competitor analysis - visual examples of business clubs/platforms 

 

Builder Society (forum) 
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Online Geniuses 

 

 

Meetup 
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Creative Entrepreneurs Club 

 

 

Young Business Club NYC 
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Guild 
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Forbes Councils 

 

 

Trailhead 
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Appendix 5: Qualitative research: interview questions 

Part 1: Introduction  

Danku om deel te nemen aan dit kwalitatief onderzoek in opdracht van Roularta Media 

Group. Het doel van dit onderzoek is om de positie van Trends in het huidige 

medialandschap beter te kunnen begrijpen en om op basis hiervan een toekomstige go to 

market strategie te ontwikkelen. 

Dit interview zal worden opgenomen voor academische redenen. We kunnen u wel 

garanderen dat deze informatie privé blijft en dat alle deelnemers anoniem zullen blijven. 
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We zullen starten met enkele algemene vragen over uw persoonlijke en professionele leven, 

vervolgens wat meer diepgaande vragen over Trends Magazine en de toekomst van deze. 

In totaal zou dit interview ongeveer een drie kwartier duren. 

Part 2: Opening questions 

1. Wat is uw leeftijd en geslacht? 

2. Wat heeft u gestudeerd of wat studeert u? 

3. Welke job heeft u momenteel (indien van toepassing)? 

4. Hoe groot is uw bedrijf/bedrijf waar u (indien van toepassing)? 

5. Wat zijn uw persoonlijke interesses (zowel algemeen als business gerelateerd)? 

Part 3: Introductory questions 

1. Kunt u in uw eigen woorden omschrijven wat Trends is? (indien niet, leggen wij het 

kort uit) 

2. Welke onderdelen van Trends kent u naast het magazine?/ zijn er nog onderdelen 

van Trends die u kent? (bv. Trends Top, podcast, website, app, events) 

3. Heeft u een abonnement op Trends/Heeft u ooit een abonnement op Trends gehad? 

→ Waarom wel/niet? 

Part 4: Transition questions 

1. Als ik zeg “Trends”, wat zijn dan de eerste vijf woorden die in u opkomen? 

2. Als ik zeg “Business Club”, wat zijn dan de eerste vijf woorden die in u opkomen? 

Part 5: Key questions  

1. Zijn er bepaalde zaken waarmee u worstelt in uw professionele/school carrière? 

2. Follow-up: Hoe gaat u daarmee om? Waar zoekt u naar antwoorden/oplossingen? 

Trends wil verjongen om zo een breder en vrouwelijker publiek aan te trekken. Om dit 

mogelijk te maken, wil men een Trends Business Club lanceren. Dit is een plek waar 

gelijkgezinden samenkomen om te connecteren, elkaar te inspireren en zichzelf bij te 

scholen. Er zijn dus drie pilaren: leren, inspireren en connecteren. 

3. Voor de eerste pilaar (leren), ligt de focus op het aanbieden van lessen en 

cursussen, aangeboden door bijvoorbeeld business schools en universiteiten.  

3.1 Denkt u dat dit een interessant concept zou kunnen zijn voor zakenmensen? 

Waarom wel/niet? 

3.2 Stel dat u lid bent van deze club, over welke topics zou u dan graag kunnen 

bijleren? 

3.3 Indien mogelijk, welke optie prefereert u dan: live lessen, online live lessen of 

self-paced cursussen? Waarom? 

4. De tweede pilaar is inspireren. De focus hier ligt op je laten inspireren door mensen 

en bedrijven met veel ervaring en kennis. 
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4.1 Is dit iets waar u interesse in zou hebben? Waarom wel/niet? 

4.2 Wie/wat inspireert u in uw dagelijkse leven en waarom? (indien te algemeen, 

dieper graven ivm business aspect) 

4.3 Indien u lid zou zijn van een business club, welk soort inspiratie zou u dan graag 

krijgen? 

5. De derde en laatste pilaar is connecteren. Deze is onderverdeeld in twee 

subthema’s: business en ontspanning. 

Met betrekking tot het business aspect, heeft Trends al enkele jaarlijkse events zoals 

Manager van het Jaar, Trends Gazellen, etc. om mensen te connecteren met elkaar. 

De Trends Business Club zou vaker zo’n events organiseren, met een brede waaier 

aan onderwerpen en mensen. Voorbeelden zijn: start-up meets start-up (of kmo 

meets kmo), events om mensen van verschillende generaties met elkaar in contact 

te brengen en zo ideeën uit te wisselen, co-working spaces, bedrijfsbezoeken, enz.  

5.1 Zou u interesse hebben om zo’n events bij te wonen? Waarom wel/niet? 

5.2 Heeft u al eerder deelgenomen aan soortgelijke events? Zo ja, waar? Zo niet, 

waarom niet? 

5.3 Heeft u suggesties voor andere leuke networking events/opportuniteiten? 

Zoals reeds vermeld, zal er dus ook een focus zijn op ontspanning. Denk hierbij aan 

activiteiten zoals een zeiltrip, kookworkshops, wedstrijden, teambuilding, samen 

sporten (bv padel, fietsen), enz. Hier zou u ook de mogelijkheid hebben om een +1 

mee te brengen. 

5.4 Zou u geïnteresseerd zijn om deel te nemen aan zulke events? (waarom 

wel/niet?) 

5.5 Hebt u al deelgenomen aan soortgelijke events? Zo ja, waar? Zo niet, waarom 

niet? 

5.6 Heeft u enige suggesties voor andere aangename networking events of 

mogelijkheden? 

6. Met deze Business Club zal er ook een mogelijkheid zijn om extra voordelen te 

ontvangen. 

6.1 Bent u al ooit deel geweest van een organisatie waar u verschillende voordelen 

kreeg en indien ja wat apprecieerde u het meest van deze voordelen? 

6.2 Heeft u suggesties voor gelijkaardige voordelen (als ze geen weten, geef vb’en 

zoals toegang tot trends top, promo codes…) 

7. Omdat we over Business clubs spreken zal er natuurlijk een offline en/of online 

plaats moeten zijn waar u kan connecteren met andere members. 
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7.1 Zou u de voorkeur geven om dit online te doen of offline? Of een combinatie van 

beide? 

7.2 Het idee is om een online platform op te stellen waartoe elke Trends abonnee 

toegang tot heeft, bijkomend zullen er ook offline events gebeuren. 

7.3 Denkt u dat een Business club of platform een opdeling nodig heeft naargelang 

bv ervaring, bedrijfsgrootte…? Waarom wel of niet? 

7.4 Welk soort informatie denkt u dat er zeker beschikbaar moet zijn op de 

verschillende profielen? (bv. Bedrijfsnaam, bedrijfsgrootte, locatie…) 

Part 6: concluding question 

1. Indien u nu de taak zou krijgen om een business club op te richten voor Trends, hoe 

zou u het dan aanpakken?  

2. We hebben dus gepraat over de Trends Business Club en wat het zijn leden zou 

kunnen aanbieden, zou u geïnteresseerd zijn om in zo een club te gaan? (waarom 

wel/niet?) 

● probing: zou u ook bereid zijn om hier tijd voor vrij te maken? Zo ja, hoe vaak 

(frequentie)? 

● Probing: zou u ook bereid zijn om hiervoor te betalen? 

 

Appendix 6: Qualitative research: thematic analysis (coding) 

 

*Blue stands for answers exclusively from the second target group (i.e., 45-64 years old) 
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Appendix 7: Qualitative research: thematic analysis (themes) 
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Appendix 8: Quantitative research survey 
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16 times repeated (different variations) 
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Appendix 9: perceptual maps 

 

Perceptual maps Michael Nevejan 
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Perceptual maps Wim Verhoeven 
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Appendix 10: Copywriting current audience 

 

Ad creation 
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Letter/emailing 
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Brochure/Leaflet/Blister 
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Appendix 11: Copywriting new target audience 

 

Ambassador copy 
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Appendix 12: Visualisation Boondoggle of sample package 
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Appendix 13: Media buying plan (Dentsu Aegis) 
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Appendix 14: business requirements 

 

 Table of Contents 

  

1. Legend 

2. Business requirements 

2.1 Profiling features 

2.2 Login/registration 

2.3 Connection & interaction 
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2.4 Up-to-date 

2.5 Content 

A.             Education 

B.             Inspiration 

C.             Careers 

D.             Benefits 

2.6  Gamification 

2.7  Extra 

  

1.  Legend 

  

● Must have 

● Should have 

● Could have (future) 

   

2. Business requirements 

 

2.1  Profiling features 

  

Member profile (similar to LinkedIn)  

→ Estimation: 25.000 members, with the possibility to double when launching to a French 

community 

● Professional information (function, company, professional career path, etc.) 

● Personal information (age, name, contact details, etc.) 

● Show which Trends events he/she has attended (badges) 

● Number of connections + shared connections 

● Personal and professional interests 

● Possibility to add extra information (e.g., 5-year goal, cases, realisations, etc.) 

● Needs of members (in order to match easier) 

 

In general, the profiling elements of the platform can be compared to what is proposed by 

LinkedIn, with the addition of data assembled by Trends (e.g., presence at an event, keynote 

at an event, etc.) or by the activity of the members on the platform.  

→ Look into possibility of using LinkedIn for this, since it is complex and costly to build 

 

Furthermore, it will also be necessary to identify certain roles, which are associated with 

certain rights. For instance, the person in charge of the “Beleggersclub”, will have the ability 

to accept and/or deny members. Moreover, these roles could also be linked to a member 

package in the future (e.g., a Gold member has more “rights”/access to more functionalities 

than a “regular” member). 

  

2.2 Login/registration 

  

User-friendly login options are of utmost importance. 

→ People have to register when they buy a subscription and when they already have a 

subscription, but want to login on the platform 
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·       Single login to Trends website (already exists with Roularta account) 

and Trends business club (convenience) 

  

2.3 Connection & interaction 

  

● Possibility to connect with others. For instance, connect on communities such as 

LinkedIn, have private/group chats, etc.  (only LinkedIn could be an option - 

connected in app state?) → This is essential to the community, so connecting should 

also happen on the platform.  

○ Possibility to integrate the readers service of Inside Beleggen, for instance: 

every member gets two free sessions per year 

● Possibility to invite others to the platform/community (referral system: TBD, could be 

inmail, mail, WhatsApp,...) 

○ For instance: offering a membership for a limited time to peers (member gets 

member-formula) 

● Chat with others; one-on-one or create own private messaging groups (like 

WhatsApp) 

● Idea exchange (forum). Way to interact between members, they can post certain 

ideas and then interact with each other. This should be moderated by Trends. 

● Clubs in club, for instance a Beleggersclub. Members need to be able to join this 

club/group on the platform, see upcoming events, other members, etc. 

● Link ‘pupils’ and mentors → ‘pupils’ could have the possibility to book sessions with 

certain mentors 

● Possibility to create own community group meetings 

  

In general, when entering the Trends Business Club, members are given the possibility to tune 

their connection preferences and scroll through a member base and have the option to 

connect with them. When connecting with others, different options should be available (e.g., 

one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-many)? 

  

2.4 Up-to-date 

  

● “News feed” (e.g., events, partnerships, trips, new members, etc.). This is the central 

place of the platform (first thing you see when you log in) (content wall?) 

● Notifications (platform, email, app, etc.). Get notified when there’s a new event, course, 

etc. 

● Link with personal agenda (for lectures and events) 

  

In general, the ‘moderators’ of the community must have the possibility to communicate with 

its members (on a one-to-one base as well as one-to-many). 

  

2.5 Content 

  

A.Education 

● Possibility to follow online self-paced courses. Depends on type of partnership, if it 

has to be hosted on Trends platform or on platform educational institution. 

● Possibility to rewatch online lectures. Again, depends on type of partnership 

● Online live lectures (have to be hosted on platform partners) 
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→ All of this can be done externally, no need to custom build this 

  

B. Inspiration 

● Possibility to watch short videos on platform (e.g., educational video, informational 

videos, speech, etc.) - depends on the wall  

● Possibility to host webinars (already possible via Roularta, only need integration) 

● Link with podcast, possibility to listen to them on the platform, get personalised 

suggestions 

● Section with inspiring and relatable stories from peers. Possibility to post something 

yourself, read stories from others and comment.  

○ Member content should be regulated by Trends (approved content) 

● Tools (e.g., downloading checklists, templates, etc.). If possible, interactive. (TBI) 

  

C. Careers 

  

● Separate career page, to connect students/people in search of a job with companies 

(RMG already has regiotalent.be and Trendsjobs so we only need to integrate this). 

  

D. Benefits 

  

● Separate ‘benefits space’ where you can easily retrieve discount codes etc. from 

partners. (link naar e-shop) 

● Link to ‘leeskiosk’ (in order to read the magazine and have access to Trends archive) 

● Option to subscribe as a company/group 

● Behind-the-scenes content (e.g., interviews from magazine) 

  

2.6 Gamification 

  

Gamification will be an important element throughout the whole platform. What this exactly 

entails, will be further defined later on. 

● Certifications (education)  

● Education-based badges 

● Event-based badges 

● Badges based on experience 

● Collection of credits (when you reach X amount you can unlock sth (e.g., discount, 

whitepapers, etc./when you post sth yourself/etc.) 

  

→ This might possibly be postponed to a later phase, for reasons of pricing and timing 

  

2.7 Extra 

  

● Online shop to buy membership of the club, tickets to events, pay for additional 

services (e.g., a course), etc. (will probably be external via Roularta, integration 

needed) 

● Division according to purpose. There will be business-related events as well as 

events more focused on leisure/own events and events hosted by partners 
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→ There is already a Trends application, so for now we try to build a web platform. 

 

Appendix 15: Content calendar 

 

 

 
 

Appendix 16: Figma 

 

Landing page 
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Sign-up page 
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Login page 
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Platform 
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